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House, Senate Compromise 
Increases Tuition ·s Percent 
Manuel Franco the session ends, · the Legislature 
will be able to override any veto 
Tuition for University of New Gov. Bruce King rnay make. 
Mexico resident students will in- The $1 .29 billion total is $7.64 
crease S percent effective this million more than the House's 
summer under a compromise · version of the Act and $18·.16 
Cieneral Appropriation Act passed million less than the Senate's 
Thursday by · the New Mexico version. 
Senate and House of Represen- The final version of the Act 
tatives. inclltdes 38 of the Senate's 74 
An eight-member conference amendments and . rejected 34 of 
committee worked late Wednesday them. Two of the Senate amend-
evening clearing up. differences ments were amended and included 
between versions of the Act passed in the Act. 
by the House and Senate. Under the Act, full-time tuition 
The $1.29 billion Act passed the for a resident student will increase 
House by a voice vote and the at UNM, New Mexico State 
Senate 34·6. The Act will fund state University and New Mexico 
government and public education l.nstitute of Mining and Technology 
for the 1982-83 fiscal year. to $210.60 from $200.40. Including 
By passing the A~t a week before an already approved $8 increase in 
student fees, full-time tuition and 
fees for a resident student at UNM 
would rise to about $378 from 
$360, 
Full-time tuition and fees for a 
non-resident UNM student will rise 
to about $1220 from $1116. 
Tuition will increase at New 
Mexico Highlands University, 
Eastern New Mexico University and 
Western New Mexico University by 
the same dollar amount as at the 
larger schools. 
The Act's Instruction and 
General budget for ONM includes 
about 84 percent, $4.7 million, of 
UNM's estimated $5.59 miUion in 
Land and Permanent Fund income 
for 1982-83. This left the state 
general fund appropriation for 
contlnfllld onptJge 3 
$500,000 Suit Filed agaiiJ.st·City 
In Gro~ing Liquor License Dispute 
Steve Sandoval District Court in Santa Fe. The 
case has been assigned to District 
Judge Tony Scarborough. 
Waksman said the Council ·held 
lengthy discussions on whether to 
grant. Posh Eddies a waiver, and 
therefore did consider the public 
health and safety of tire residents 
of the area when they made their 
decision. 
'City TrensptNtlltlon Olflctlr Julien Lopez ue,. convicted 
murdtlfer Dwld L•n Chelldle, tight, from the court. 
The owner of a restaurant across 
from the University of . New 
Mexico said he has filed a.$500,000 
lawsuil against the city of. 
Albuquerque. because he -'-.aid the 
city hearing officer's cdecision to 
deny him a liquor license was in 
Specifically, Waksman referred 
to Chavez's statement that the 
Albuquerque City Council did not 
consider whether the transfer 
would be detrimental to the public 
health, safety or morals of city 
residents or the University neigh-
borhood. 
On June 22, 198 J the City 
Council voted 8 to I to grant Posh 
Eddies a liquor license waiver, with 
· continutld on pegs5 
error. _ 
Death Penalty Decreed 
In N ava Murder Trial 
Ed Waksman, owner of Posh 
Eddies Bagel and Booze, 2216 
Central SE, said he is seeking 
SSOO,OOO for damages because ·Of 
cl~y hearing officer Albert. 
Chavez's decision to deny Posh 
Eddies a full service dispensers 
(UP I) - A jury deliberated less 
than two and one-half hours 
Thursday before deciding that 
Roswell ex-con David Leon 
Cheadle should receive the death 
penaltY for murdering . former 
University of New Mexico 
basketball player Oabe Nava Sept. 
10. 
Cheadle, 23, was convicted 
earlier Thursday of first-degree 
murder, two counts of armed 
robbery, two counts of kidnapping 
and attempted criminal sexual 
penetration. The chal'ges stemmed 
from an attack on Nava and his 
woman companion, Leslie 
Goodwin. 
The seven-woman, five-man jury 
also found that Ch.eadle had used a 
firearm in the commission of all 
the felonies. 
The jury deliberated about five 
hours over a two-day period before 
returning the guilty verdict. They 
went back to the jury room later in 
· the afternoon to determine whether 
Cheadle should die by ipjection or 
spend the rest of his life in prison. 
the panel returned to . the 
c<lurtroom shortly before S:30 
p.m. with their decision on the 
sentence: 
When the decision was an· · 
nounced, a group of spectators ...., 
including s<lme members <1f Nav~'s 
family . .._ applauded. District 
Judge Harry Stowers· Jr. ordered 
them out of the courtroom and 
they complied.-
Eartier, Cheadle had showed 
virtually rto emotion when the 
verdicts were read, or while 
license. 
Stowers polled each juror on each Chavez ruled Jan. 29 that "to 
verdict. grant a full dispenser's license to 
Although he stood when thejury this ·area would likely iqcrease the 
.entered the box about 10;45 a.m., crime rate,'' and thati a liquor 
Cheadle remained seated when license in the area ••would be 
jurors departed after rendering · detrimental to the public health, 
their verdicts. safety and morals of the residents . 
About four hours later, the jury of the City of Albuquerque and-
returned to hear Stowers' · in- ot the University area,., among 
structions prior to the sentencing other reasons. 
phase of the trial. They were told But Waksman blasted Chavez's 
to weigh the aggravating cit- decision and. in the lawsuit, which 
cumstances in the Nava killing also names John Romero, director 
against any that might mitigate the of the · state Alcoholic Beverage 
crime. Control Department as a defen-
Assistant District Attorney dant, called the decision ••ar-
Jacob Vigil said the crimes Cheadle bitrary; unreasonable, capricious 
committed against Nava and and without support of either law 
Goodwin are "those types of or evidence." . 
t:tlntlntllldonPfllle3 The lawsuit was filed Feb. 4 in 
Robert Redford U·rges Indians 
To Promote Movie Careers· 
Margaret White 
Appearing for the symposium 
"American Indian Image on Film: 
The Southwest/' actor Robert 
Redford and West German 
director deorge Marischka 
highlighted Thursday's evening 
program on the foreign image of 
the American lndian. 
Redford said he hoped the ef· 
torts .· of the symposium would 
"result in something productive in 
the image of the Indian on film. 
"I believe the image of the 
Native American is going to be 
, .. 
> -
reassessed! but how that is going to 
be dcme and by whom is . up for 
grabs. I'm hopeful it will come 
from the llldiafts themselves/; 
Redford said. 11Then we will see 
the Indian in a different light." 
Marischka said German writer 
.Karl May .created a "feeling of the 
Indian virtue.. in the character of 
· Winrtetou. . 
The director said the popular · 
Winnetou chllrater has created 
••deep-rooted sympathy in a wrong 
image orthe lndians. u 
UNM's Native American Studies 
is sp011soring the symposium. 
RDbert RiJdltJrd tftllt:ks 11 smile 11s 11 wom11n In the lludJt~nce asks 
him toineet her slier hlsllp/Jfllltsncellt the SUB Thur8d11y. RedltJrd 
w.u speaking on N11tl1111 Amerlcsns in film lor s wiJtJk·IDng sym-
posium sponso111d by N11tive Amerlcsn Stud/88. · 
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Leaders Call on Reagan To Devise 1983 Budget Alternative 
WASHINGTON - Republican 
leaders, fortified by bipartisan 
objections \O the proposed 1983 
budget and its $91.5 billion deticit, 
called on President Reagan 
Thursday to work with Congress 
on devising an acceptable alter-
native. 
As Democrats and Republicans 
on both sides of Capitol Hill 
complained about the. president's 
$757.6 billion budget proposal and 
began devising alternatives, Senate · several years to come represent a Reagan expressed concern about 
GOP leader Howard Baker and his hazard to the financial markets. _tampering with his tax cut 
House counterpart Robert Michel He urged Congress to send "the program, and is determined to 
urged Reagan to be flexible to right signal as soon as possible" to rebuild the military - leaving OnlY 
avoid an embarrassing political restore confidence on Wall Street further cuts in social program as a 
defeat. and to reduce interest rates by means of achieving a lower deficit. 
Reagan's long-time confidante, approving a budget that would "We made the point- Howard 
Sen. Paul Laxalt, R-Nev., joined produce lower deficits than the and I - that the president and 
them. president's. some of his people will have to 
Meanwhile, Federal Reserve Michel said he told Reagan "it fight hard for that principle. 
Board chairman Paul Vo.lcker told would be very difficult" to get There's a lot of money in the 
the Senate Banking Committee the GOP votes for the budget in its Pentagon," Michel said. 
prospects of huge deficits for present form. But the House GOP leader said 
Laxalt said Reagan is "realistic" he is not surprised by the 
and knows ''there's going to be president's unwillingness to 
give and take, there's going to be negotiate. 
compromise." "No, I wouldn't e11pect him to 
But it was not clear where the at this junct\lre," Michel said. 
president is willing to yield. "How can you in a week's time 
Michel said the president's turn tail on what you painstakingly 
statements "really weren't that worked at for months?" 
definitive." He did say, however, As the three prominent 
Republicans advised Reagan on the 
merits of flexibility, Democrats in 
both houses of Congress promised 
to produce alternatives with a 
projected deficit far below 
Reagan's $91.5 billion. 
Senate Democr&tic leader Robert 
Byrd renewed his call for Reagan 
to withdraw his budget, and House 
Speaker Thomas O'Neill promised 
that mainstream House Democrats 
will present their own alternative. 
If Reagan refuses to "rework his 
budge(," Byrd said, "we in 
Congress - Pemocrats a.nd 
Republicans - must come forward 
with workable and sensible 
alternatives." He announced 
Wednesday he had named 18 
Democratic senators who have 
been working for two weeks on an 
alternative, 
From the bizarre bedrooms of The Bear Flag 
Restaurant northem Califomia's most 
notorious bordello, to 1he 
abandoned boiler where Doc 
and Suzy first fell in love ... 
the spirit of John Steinbeck's 
colorful world is now on 
screen in MGM's happiest 
movie of the year. .. 
an irresistible irascible 
love stoty. 
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Presents 
A MICHAEL PHILLIPS Production of A DAVID $. WARD Film 
NICK NOLTE D!:BRA WINGER 
JOHN STEINBECK'S CANNERY ROW 
,,.,.,,AUDRALINDLEY ..... , .. ,,JOHN HUSTON •••. ,,,JACK NITZSCHE 
~~~~;::;,, RICHARD MacDONALD _ ~:::;::.~,, SVEN NYKVIST, A. S.C. ~:·~::.,~",i; JOHN STEINBECK 
'"'""""'MICHAEL PHILLIPS "''"'"""'""""""o"'""''' DAVIDS. WARD Met•ocotot® 
~~~~~~~~ 1ft. ,.. ....... MGMilkwtedArtists L! . V, Distribution .and M_.etirc 
OPENS AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU IN FEBRUARY! 
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·continued from page 1 
UNM's I&G budget at $56.5 
million. 
The House had recommended 
only $55.88 million for UNM's l&G 
budget, including in the Act a 
higher percentage of the Land and 
Permanent Fund income, The 
Senate had recommended $58.88 
million. 
The UNM Medical School's I&G 
budget was set at $14.33 million for 
1982-83. The House had recom-· 
menqed $14.21 million while the 
Senate recommended $14.46 
million. 
The Act also includes $306,200 
for the UNM Can~er Center which 
was recommended by the Senate. 
The House had suggested $271,200. 
Both chambers adopted the 
· conference committee's rejection of 
$120,000 for the Southwest 
Hispanic Research Institute which 
was recommended by the Senate, 
But langu!lge was adopted which 
requires UNM to fund $120,000 for 
SHRI from existing funds, 
Sen. Tom Rutherford, D-
Bernalillo, said UNM was "hurt 
bad" by the final version of t_he 
Act, but he voted for it. 
'~The medical school ap-
propriation was increased and 
tuition was kept down (from what 
the House recommended)," 
Rutherford said, "but not nearly as 
much as we would have liked.'' 
Rep. Judith Pratt, D-Bernalillo, 
said, "One of the good things 
about the Act was holding tuition 
down to 5 percent. 
''I think our efforts at trying to 
amend it (the Act) on the House 
and Senate floors put the pressure 
on to keep it (tuition) down. On the 
final round, it's very hard to have· 
an impact (on the final version of 
the Act)," she sa_id. 
Associated Students of New 
Mexico lobbyist Michael Gallegos 
said, "I am not surprised by it (the 
tuition recommendation) seeing 
that the BEF (Board of Educational 
Finance) and the governor 
recommended 5 percent, 
"The students were hoping for a 
zero percent increase," Gallegos 
said, "but we are appreciative of 
the fact that this is the lowest 
recommendation in seven years.'' 
Some compromises made in the 
Act were: 
- Controversial language that 
would , have prohibited tlie state 
from entering into a lease-purchase 
contract for new telephone 
equipment was re-wor(led by the 
conference committee. A six-
member panel was created to 
discuss the proposed purchase. · 
The telephone contract language 
was one of the key issues delaying a 
final agreement on the Act. 
- A 3.3 percent ·cost-of-living 
wage increase for state employees 
which will take effect July I. 
- The attorney general's energy 
unit, which represents the public in 
utility rate cases, received $121,300. 
The final General Fund ap-
propriation in the Act is between 12 
and 13 percent greater than last 
year's budget. 
-Death-- ---------
continued from page 1 
heinous, vile actions which cry out 
and demand a penalty of death. 
There just shouldn't be any other 
way out. 
· He said Cheadle does not learn 
from mistakes and would resist 
rehabilitation. 
him eliminated as a possible 
witness. 
In his brief statement to the 
jury, defense attorney Leo Kelly 
reminded . the panel that if they 
assessed Cheadle the death penalty, 
"you should assume that's what 
will happen." 
Seminar Set for Businesswomen 
"This man is cancer-in the body 
of society. And just as a person 
with cancer that is incurable would 
have that cancer removed, so 
should this man be removed from 
the body of society," Vigil told the 
jurors. 
He told the jurors they were 
different from a firing squad, in 
that if they convicted his client, the 
decision would have to be 
unanimous; no one would possess 
a metaphorical blank to ease his 
conscience, Kelly said, 
Kathy Erekson 
The Association of Accounting 
. Students at the Anderson School 
of Management will sponsor a 
mini-seminar Feb. 17, entitled 
"Women in the Professional 
Environment,'' an AAS 
spokeswoman said. 
Topics for discussion will in-
clude: Appropriate Dress for . 
Women in the Professonal 
Environment; Working with Male 
Superiors, Subordinates and Male 
Clients, and Sexual Harrassment 
- How to Avoid it and How to 
Report it, Lynda Selby, ASM's 
vice-president, said. 
Three female representatives 
from natonal CPA firms, Vickie 
Fisher, from Fox & Co.; Gail 
Reese, from Touche, Ross & Co. 
and Gail Metrick, from Peat, 
Marwick, Mitchell & Co., will 
speak at the discussion, she said. 
Selby said women in the business 
school are not exposed io such 
serious realities of the business 
environment and topics regarding 
women in the professional en-
vironment are relevant and 
necessary. 
The mini-seminar will be held at 
the UNM Faculty Club at 7:30 
p.m. and Selby said attendance is 
not restricted to ASM students. 
She said wine and cheese will be 
served. 
The AAS has scheduled a 
~omprehensive Speakers Program 
to be featured at its general 
meetings this spring, Chris 
Ramirez, AAS president, said, 
On that agenda Wayne Brown 
and Sharon Hagenbuck, a former 
alumnus, from Rogoff, Diamond 
& WAlker, will speak Feb. 23 on 
Working for a Lo~al CPA firm. 
Ramirez said Pete Sandoval, from 
the Institute of Internal Auditors, 
will address Internal Auditing a_s a 
Profession. The AAS has 
scheduled a March seminar at the 
UNM Faculty Club, featuring a 
speaker from Atlantic Richfield 
Co. Oil and Gas Division, who will 
address Alternative Career 
Opportunities for Accountants 
Other than Public Accounting. 
Wine and cheese will be served at 
that presentation. 
The AAS Speakers Program is 
intended to present discussio.ns of 
current accounting topics by 
prominent members of the national 
and local professional accounting 
community, Ramirez said. 
He said the Sp~.akers Program 
incorporates an·1ciin!11ediate ob-
jective of the A:Ks': 'io facilitate a 
student's awareness of accounting 
career alternatives and possibilities 
within the general business en-
vironment. 
·The AAS functions to provide 
services to its student members, he 
Daily L~bo 
P.hoto Contest 
News Photography 
First Prize: $100 gift certificate 
from UNM Photo Services 
Second Prize: $50 gift certificate 
from KLR Audio Visual 
Third Prize: $25 gift certificate 
from Kurt's Camera Corral 
Feature Photography 
First Prize: $100 of photo paper 
from Reed's Camera Center 
Second Prize: $50 gift certificate 
from KLR Audio Visual 
Third Prize $25 gift certificate 
from Kurt's Camera Corral 
RULES R>R DAILY lDBO ANNU~,l AiOTO CONTEST, MAAC~ 12, 1982 
1.Ca'Jtestant must be Eid:u:fei'ltat UNM. 
2. Blli::kmcl white ~otoQrsphs ooly, 
j, Entrla! must be mounted 81d '*'ould be sii:lmiried ir1 m er1\telope. 
4. entries must be ro amailer than 5"X7', md rio large'r titan ;6''}( 'J1'1 1ncluding mountiflQ fnltetllll, 
5. Confestants may mfer up lo3 phOtographS lri taCh ·category. 
6. No dMkroom ·mMip.Jiatlon of photos Is alloWed with the exception of dodging aid b.Jriiing. 
1.A SeparaW entrY sheet must f:I~Xompany eech entfy whh tha conte!!ltant's name, student identification 
liurnbet' y number of entries aid mnv t:atogory. 
8, Deadline forentrlesls Mwd1tst, l::ntrfes muld be bOught to .the Oaill/lobo,- Marron Hall. Room 138. 
9. Winners will be PJbli!hed In a special lsstJO bfthe Daily Lobo, Marth 8.-
~---
' ~ 
• 
! ,, 
I . . , , 
said. In the case of the Voluntary 
Income-Tax Assistance program, 
Ramirez said the AAS serves a 
mutual student and public service. 
The AAS is working with the 
Internal Revenue Service to 
provide third- and fourth-year 
accounting student volunteers for 
free income-tax assistance to low-
income families and individuals. 
Ramirez said arrangements are 
being made to set up a VITA 
program on the UNM campus this 
month, but that the AAS is un-
decided about the location of that 
service. 
Rarnirez said a VITA training 
program will be held today in 
ASM's room 112 from I p.m. until 
6 p.m. He said business students 
interested Jn volunteering their 
accounting services to VITA are 
encouraged to attend. 
Another major objective of the 
AAS is to help students with 
recommendations and contacts in 
the business community, he said. 
The AAS has an e11cellent interview 
and placement program and the 
AAS functions to facilitate that 
process through its active alumni 
involvement, he said. 
AAS has approximately 80 
members and membership .is not 
restricted to accounting majors, he 
said. Business students with 
various concentrations such as 
marketing, finance and 
management are active members. 
The state contended that 
Cheadle shot Nava while com-
mitting other felonies, and wanted 
"He has redeeming values. He 
has redeeming character," Kelly 
said .of his client. "Nobody is all 
bad, and nobody is all good." 
Sunday Brunch at 
Every Sunday from 
10am·2pm 
Your choice of three 
delicious brunches! 
$3.99 
2216 Central SE 265·5986 
Happy Valentines Day 
with love, 
from the 
Ill H•rv•rd SE 
'(•cross from VNM) 
J.: 
General Store 
403 Cordov• .Rd. West 8117 Menaul NE 
Santa Fe (•cross from Hoffm•~town) 
r 
• 
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lJtteRatus €t pRorunbus DOONESBURY 
Sy RICh~O m. B€Rthol0 
Well, we are all watching hopef~lly as our heroic 
House of Represematives battles an obstructionist 
minority of senators who are attempting to block a 
long overdue tuition increpse and th~s continue to 
give taxp<;1yers money to sundry commies and 
deadbeats at UNM. Now, don't complain that you 
are already struggling with a part-time job or trying 
tp survive on a teaching assistant's pay; as Rep. 
J.ack Skinner points out, you are still paying less 
than nine percent of the cost of your education I So 
look ashamed, you greedy swine I 
Now, of course it cannot be denied that some of 
the money allocated to the University is probably 
misspent. For example, faculty and staff salaries, 
which are scheduled for an average 10 percent 
increase, are already drastically over-inflated (I am 
embarrassed to admit that after only 10 years of 
teaching I am earning almost $20,000) and should, 
if anything, be reduced, The faculty, who after all 
come into work only two or three days a week, 
clearly do not deserve their bloated salaries, 
especially when there are hard-working ad· 
ministrators who put in solid 40-hour weeks and 
think nothing of working extra hours at cocktail 
parties and other exhausting social events. As for 
the staff, they are mostly women anyway and 
should be home taking care of their families, rath~r 
than taking jobs away from bread-winners. 
But such waste can be found in any great in-
stitutions, and .I understand our Board of Regents 
(thank God they are chosen on the realistic basis of 
proven ability to make money and run political 
campaigns, rather than according to any of this 
academic nonsense! is searching for a final solution 
to the faculty question. For the most part, you can 
rest assured that your tuition and tax money is 
being well spent on services and equipment vital to 
the University, such as a choreographer for the 
cheerleaders (I'm not kidding), athletic scholarships 
(let's remember our priorities) and the "learning 
resources" (e.g,, expensive video equipement, etc,) 
necessary for the College of Education to continue 
its mammoth task of turning form into contem. 
There is, In any case, a larger issue here: why 
should the taxpayers of New Mexico be expected at 
all to support an elitist institution like UNM, which 
is arrogant enough to admit only students with high 
school diplomas? Perhaps the people of our state 
Letter 
should be giving a little more consideration to those 
self.sacrificing individuals who really give us their 
all. Yes. I'm talking about our state officials, and I 
for one am delighted to see that the same 
legislators who were bold enough to propose raising 
the tuition at UNM are also ready to put aside f~lse 
humility and acquiesce to the obvious voter demand 
for an increase in their per diem and gas allowances 
and for the institution of a salary. 
Our legislators are currently given only $40 a day 
for expenses. Now, I ask you, where in Santa Fe 
can you get a good chateaubriand and a decent 
wine for $40? And what's left over for ac-
commodations; do you expect our solons to put up 
at a Motel Six, like common tourists or adulterers? 
And 10 cents a mile for a driving allowance? Oh 
sure, that's a gallon of gas for every 12 miles or so, 
but remember, sam<;> of those older Continentals 
don't got great mileage and it's cheap to keep a 
Mercedes in good tune. 
A salary for our legislators is of course long 
overdue. Other states around New Mexico pay their 
lawmakers, so it must be the correct way to go; we 
don't want to be thought of as hicks. Moreover, it 
is perfectly clear that the better you pay your 
elected officials, the better the quality you are going 
to geL Look at the U.S. Congress; we pay them 
$62,500 a year and in return get a body of 
lawmakers who are intelligent, sensitive and honest. 
Finally, it is also obvious that only when positions 
are salaried are poorer people given their con· 
stitutionally guaranteed opportunity to hold public 
office. Why, just think how many congressmen and 
top federal administrators from low-income groups 
would be forced to give up their jobs if they were 
not paid to hold office. 
No, New Mexico must not stagnate any longer! 
Write to your legislator and tell him you applaud a 
tuition hike and support better pay for a better 
legislature. · 
A special note: A farewell to Dean Darling of the 
College of Education, who af~er nine years of 
leading the struggle against education and literacy, 
In New Mexico will return to teaching elementary 
education. Running the College of Education has no 
doubt prepared him well for that position. 
ll&S//J$5, If Mf?.. Pt:TIT-POI5 HA':i AN 
t:NJOYAYte CHARlfP.., Iflt StiR& 
H&tl IT 1/P 70 tiS IN 7Hf; 
DOONESBL!RY 
J' MUST SA>: SIR, 
YOU lfAN{}f£ 7HAT 
f?OI) l!K& AN (){.[) Pf<O. \ 
Philosophy Classes 'Small and Friendly' 
While Department Enrollment Increases 
Editor: 
In an article in Tuesday's Lobo which discussed 
the increase in math enrollments ("New Formula 
May Help Crowded Classes," Lobo, Feb. 9, p.5) 
your reporter compares the crowded conditions in 
math classes "to departments like 
philosophy ... whose enrollment is declining.'' 
While it is true that philosophy classes tend to be 
rather smail and friendly (not to mention stimulating 
New Mexico Daily Lobo. 
~ . . 
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and well taught), it is not true that enrollment in 
philosophy is declining. Just the reverse in fact. 
Philosophy enrollment this semester is up more 
than 6 percent overall and more than 16 percent in 
Upper level courses. 
Fred Schueler 
Acting Chairperson 
Philosophy Dept. 
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Continuing Education Expects High Registration 
Lauren Miller 
The University of New Mexico 
Division of Continuing Education 
expects to serve over 5000 people 
this spring as a result of 
widespread mailing and !ld-
vertising, Joel White, director of 
the community college, said, 
Advertisements into the 
Albuquerque Journal and wide 
distribution of catalogues 
generated a large response from 
the community. 
The Community College plans to 
expand its services to a wider range 
of age groups starting in the fall 
with a series of classes for children 
and adults. 
,For instance, .the college will be 
starting classes in the South Valley 
~Suit--
continued from pege 1 
Councilor Vincent Griego casting 
the lone negative vote. 
Waksman had to apply for a 
waiver because his establishment is 
within 300 feet of a school. 
Former City Council President 
Marion Cottrell said the Council 
did consider the area's health and 
safety, and he called Chavez's 
decision "a wrong interpretation." 
Waksman also questioned 
Chavez's ruling that a bar in the 
area would create a parking 
problem, "Parking has nothing to 
do with a license," Waksman said. 
He also said Chavez never 
inquired with Albuquerque Police 
Department officials as to whether 
the crime rate in the University 
area has declined since Okie Joe's 
Lounge and the Triangle Lounge 
closed. 
Officer Joe Pedroncelli of 
APD's Crime Analysis Unit 
confirmed that the property crime 
rate in an area around the 
University has declined from 1979 
to 1981, but he said he would not 
attribute the decrease to any bars 
in the area closing. 
"There are many other 
variables. Usually bars have more 
of an influence against persons 
(personal crimes)," Pedroncelli 
said. "So you can't say Okie Joe's 
closing has anything to do with 
it.u 
Pedroncelli said he was not sure 
if Chavez had called APD for any 
statistics, but he said he did receive 
a call from someone from the 
University area requesting in-
formation on crime. 
Waksman said it was unfair to 
compare his establishment with 
Okie's. 
''You can't compare us with· 
Okic's without comparing us to the 
Regent (hotel in downtown 
Albuquerque)," Waksman said. 
"You have to compare the good 
with the bad.'' 
Waksman also attacked 
Chavez's ruling that a bar in the 
area would conflict with the goals 
of the University Area Sector 
Development Plan. 
The plan listed six goals, among 
them, "the preservation and 
enhancement of the pedestrian 
orientation of the neighborhood, 
and the preservation of the existing 
diversity of ~single-family homes 
and apartments." 
"We're for that, we want to 
serve the people that are here 
already," Waksman. said. "You 
can't build a single family dwelling 
where I am.'' 
Chavez had no comment on 
Waksman's remarks, saying only 
that the decision speaks for itself. 
In the meantime, Waksman has 
applied for a beer ancl wine license 
while his lawsuit is being heard. 
Waksman said he decided to 
apply for a beer and wine license 
because he needed the extra 
revenue's if he was to remain open. 
He also said if the city do~s not 
approve a beer and wine license for 
his establishment it will show "that 
they're (the city) blatantly biased 
against us." 
this fall, White sai(l, 
Two classes are planned at Casa 
Armijo dealing with a study of the 
Spani~h theater, the director said, 
A majority of the classes ofFered 
through continuing education are 
fairly inexpensive, with an average 
price of $35 per clas~ and "the 
price of a class has not varied more 
than $4 in five years," White said. 
"The more people we serve, the 
cheaper the classes are because we 
are self-supporting, We're a state 
agency and we have to deliver 
educational services," White said. 
Continuing education en-
C(lmpasses classe~ in many areas all 
over the state, Held in areas such 
as Rio Rancho, churches and 
community centers throughout the 
state 
White said "by fall, we'll be 
dropping the general age .level of 
the college. We're trying to make 
community college more of a 
family affair, 
"Right now, our population is 
primarily adult, and has not 
changed in 10 years. A random 
sample of our population showed 
that two thirds of our students are 
women, and one third are men. 
The average age is 36 and above, 
and most are educated or had 
contact with the system before. 
Right now we're finding an in-
crease in senior citizens and 
younger people,'' the director said. 
Community Col)ege is non-credit 
and generally uses no type of 
grading system, There are very few 
tests and attendance isn't required, 
White said. 
There are 320 courses offered 
this spring, with scheduling oc-
curring throughout the semester. 
There is a new, non-traditional 
population going to' school in the 
1980s, White said, and he feels the 
reason continuing . education is 
doing so well is because people 
want to learn. 
Valentine's Day 
Special 
Bring your love to lunch 
and· let Posh Eddie's pay for it. 
Buy 1 of anything 
on our m·enu and 
get one'free. 
r-------------., 1 With this coupon. 1 
1 One per customer. 1 
1: Offer good ·only 'I 
I 2-12-82 I ._ ____________ _. 
Free 1-2 dozen 
frozen bageiS..forbringing a 
Valentine card 
*- .. Posh Eddie's 
•' 
• 
to 'Posh Eddie's 
one per customer 
oiler good only 
on 2-12·82, 
good while 
• 
' ~ 
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February Special 
$1,99 2 pes, Chicken (combo), with potatoes, gr_avy, bc~ns, 
(reg. $2.t9) or cole slaw, I roll 
+701 Central N.E. • 265-2510 
(a~ross from Hiland Theater) 
-10% off any item on men!J to all UNM students with valid ID-
,
---.-----------------------....... . .. I
1 r\ - OS 1 I -;.<(.",-'~' DOS PRIM . .. I I . . . 
1 1844 Lomas NE • 842-0059 I 
I rlw Vorllli."J! htmlly $1.•rvirJg Nvw MI•Xi(O !>luu• 19,H I 
.I O!'I·N Mund~v llrru L,;,turd~y 7-l0:,10 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Enchilada Plate 
Buy 1 Get 1 Free 
11 limit I per customer with coupon Expires i-28-82 
11 non·transferoble ·no cash value 
1 .. AI The Corner of Yale and Lomas .I 
~--------------------------
:lJoonles 
CORNEROFdENTRAL&UNIVERSITY 
-SPECJA!.S-
2 Hamburgers .... . 
3 Rolled Tacos ... . 
Deluxe Hamburger; 
(Includes: lettuce, tomato, pickle, raw onion) 
We also have fish, shrimp, ]J 1 . clams, BBQ and chicken. 
· oonz.es CENTRAL&UNIV 
Fora Happy 
Valentine's 
Day 
See the UNM Bookstore 
Gift Shop 
Cards 
Gifts 
Candy 
Stuffed Toys 
UNM Bookstore 
Applications Due for Dorm 'Advisers 
Catherine Jones 
Today is the last day to apply 
for a residence hall adviser 
position. 
Randy Boeglin, associate dean 
of students, said "On the average, 
we turn over slightly less than half 
of the staff each year," which will 
leave about 18 positions open. 
Boeglin, who is in charge of the 
housing staff,. said he looks for 
applicants that show maturity and 
who have had some e~perience in 
leadership or counseling. 
"We. have to look for students 
with a lot of collateral kinds of 
experiences to see i.f we can tell 
what their skill level might be," 
Boeglin said, 
Residence hall advisers must be 
sensitive, creative and able to solve 
problems, he said. They are also 
expected to enforce residence hall 
policies and regulations. 
Each applicant will go through 
three .activities before the final 
selection of the fall staff is made. 
Prospective advisers will have a 45-
minute orientation, a four-hour 
group process interview and a 45-
minute individual interview, 
Boeglin said at the end of the 
interview process, they would be 
able to choose the adviser staff for 
the 1982-83 school year. 
Advisors receive a free. private 
room, board and a monthly 
stipend. 
To qualify for a position, ap-
plicants must have a sophomore 
class ·standing by fall 1982 and 
have a cumulative grade point 
average of 2.3 or higher. 
Applications may be obtained in 
room 20 I at La Posada, 
Nurse Appreciation Day Celebrated 
Lauren Miller 
Nurse Appreciation Day was 
celebrated Thursday by the ad-
ministration and staff of the 
University of New Mexico Hospital 
in recognition of nurses changing 
roles in society. 
Adrienne Perner, President of 
the hospital's Service League said, 
"We are addressing ourselves to 
Observatory 
Telescopes On 
the situation that nurses have been 
overworked, and underpaid for too 
long." 
"We are recognizing the job 
they do by having the ad-
ministration show their ap-
preciation," Perner added. 
This is the second year for 
Nurses Appreciation Day at 
UNMH/BCMC. The idea of a 
recognition day developed when 
Perner attended a volunteer 
workshop in Scottsdale, Ariz., on 
the nurse shortage situation in the 
country, 
The group suggested developing 
scholarship programs to aid 
nursing students in Albuquerque. 
M N b 1 Perner said that before scholar-QQTI, e U a lhips llact mainty been given to 
.nedical students. · 
The University of New Mexico 
campus observatory will be open to 
the public today from 7 to 9 p.m. 
The observatory's telescopes will 
be focused on the moon, the star 
cluster the Pleiades and the Great 
Nebula in the constellation Orion. 
The observatory_ is located one 
block north of Lomas on Yale. 
Children under 12 must be ac-
companied by an adult, 
But in 1981 four nursing 
students received scholarships on 
the basis of financial need and 
academic acheivement, she said, 
Laurene Grossoehme, chairman 
of the Nurses Appreciation Day 
committee, said that in 1981 two 
nursing students from UNM 
received $500 each, one nursing 
student from the University of 
Albuquerque received $850, and 
Friday Saturday 
ohe student from Albuquerque's 
Technical Vocational Institute 
received $150. 
Perner said a verbal agreement 
was m11de with each student that 
they work one year <tt UN-
MH/BCMC after they graduate. 
Grossoehme said to the students, 
"We're .really in need and tickled 
to death to receive those 
scholarships." 
The scholarship money comes 
from the Service League's gift 
shop, and bazaar activities. All of 
the Service League's work is done 
on a volunteer basis. 
Grossoehme and Perner said 
they agree that the administration 
has addressed the problems of 
nurses and improve work. con-
ditions, salaries, and scheduling 
flexibility. The administration is 
paying more attention to nurses' 
individual work situations, says 
Perner. 
Perner said the relationship of 
doctor and nurse has improved as 
the administration has looked at 
the nurses' lines of responsibility, 
"Nurses need to have more 
responsibility on decisions being 
made," she said. 
Sunday 
7pm Maranatha Christian Center 1806 Sigm11 Chi Rd. NE • 247·9999 
·Friday- Football Fever 
-Sunday· Come Hear 
·Saturday- Pilgrims Progress 
NICKPAPPIS 
-Regularly tours Major University 
CampUses In the United States, 
England, Brazil, Argentina. 
. Venezuela, and Mexico Cny 
-Through this message, virtually 
thousands have realized the call of 
Jesus Christ on their lives and how 
they can bring practical solutions 
to the world's problems! 
Nick's topics 
will include .. 
• Bib[e prophecy· Are We Living In 
The Last Days? 
• How to be Born Again. 
• How to be a Success. 
• How to Live a Life of Excellehce. 
Nick will be speakln Feb. 12 • 22 
ALSO ·Today 
Uam Space Galaxy 
12:1Spm Nick will be speaking • 
Sub Ballroom North 
l ,.,;. . 
. J,-. 
.... 
-\~ 
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Luke Slcyw•lkw (M•rk Hllf'fiii/J Intently repels the 8tt11Ck of thelmptllilll Tie fighttNS on 
the BSCBp/ng MiHenium Falcon In Twtllltieth Ctllltury-FOJC's succusful "Star WBts." 
Copyright 1977, Twentieth CentutY·Fox Rim Corporation. The "sp11ce f11ntasy" was 
conceived by wtiter-diffiCtor GBOrge Luces 11s fiBrly as 1971. 
Movie Piracy Costs Film Industry Millions in Lost Sales 
Pirates. 
Darrell Pehr 
Robert Sanchez 
The name creates a feeling of 
adventure and courage on the high 
seas. 1t brings a faded reality of 
freedom and bootlegging. Legends 
of romances and fantasies arise 
from the word. 
For other people, the word 
means a feeling of disgust and 
frustration. These people are likely 
to be involved with the film iri-
dustry. Each year the movie in-
dustry loses millions of dollars to 
film pirates. 
"Unauthorized duplication and 
counterfeiting is becoming a 
multimillion dollar industry," said 
Helen Oanz, director of World• 
wide Copyright Security for 
Twentieth-Century Fox. "When a 
picture is relea.~ed it will pass 
through many different hands -
unscrupulous projectionists, 
dishonest truckers or dishonest 
theater workers. It used to be the 
theft of 16 mm films, now it is (the 
piracy of) video cassettes." 
There are several techniques 
used by video pirates to tape 
cassettes intended for illegal use. 
When movies are transmitted via 
satellite, sophisticated machinery 
can be used to catch the signal and 
make a tape of the movie. Another 
method used by video pirates is to 
gain access to a theater where a 
movie will be shown and tape the 
film while it is being presented. 
The most common method of 
taping movies, however, is from 
network or cable television 
broadcasts. 
At that point, a master tape is 
made which becomes the source 
for duplicates. Finally, the copies 
are sold fot illegal profit. 
According to one source in the 
Albuquerque area, some local 
video establishments play a part in 
Snack Bars Important to Theaters 
these illegal activities. Serving as 
distribution points for bootlegged 
tapes, these businesses offer 
trusted customers the tapes. 
Legal tapes range in price from 
$35 to S ISO, and the source said 
that illegal tapes are usually priced 
between $20 to $25. 
The source added that at le11st 
one person has accumulated over 
895 illegally taped movies. 
Don Tokunaga, assistant special 
agent in charge at the Aluquerque 
FBI office, said, "1 don't think 
Albuquerque has a problem. 
Nothing's been brought to our 
attention." He added that 
although there were violations on a 
local leyel, he was not aware of 
any large-scale violations of the 
copyright law in the city. He did 
say, however, that in the spring of 
1981, a video establishment called 
Enchantment Video was in-
vestigated 'for illegal bootlegging. 
There is some controversy about 
the actual interpretations of the 
federal copyright law. Presently, a 
court case between Sony and 
members of the film industry, 
including Universal and Walt 
Disney Studios, is proceeding 
which might decide the issue. 
''The federal copyright law is 
unclear," said Tim Sheehan, an 
Albuquerque attorney. He added 
that the case will decide if it will be 
illegal to record movies for private 
use or not. 
"One cannot copy it (a movie) 
and sell it," he said under the 
copyright law. "But there is a 
notion, the theory of fair use, 
which states that one can use the 
material for one's own benefit -
for example - education. My 
personal feeling ls that it is fair for 
one's own use under the copyright 
law." · 
The Ninih Circuit Court of 
Appeals in California recently 
decided that hometaping is illegal 
in the case involving Sony and 
members of the film industry. 
Ben Cammack, vice president in 
charge of distribution at Universal 
Studios, said, "The film industry is 
losing millions of dollars every 
year. It hurts the individual 
filmmaker. A film is 11 copyrighted 
work like an author's or a 
musician's. 
"We're looking for an equitable 
formula where the creator can 
benefit," he added. 
A film production studio or 
distributor can not do vriry much 
to stop the widespread illegal 
taping, Oanz said. "We cooperate 
with police authorities like the FBI 
and participate in prosecution." 
Ganz said that they sometimes 
also sue civilly, but that the money 
rarely gets recovered. 
"We warn it is iUegal,'' she said, 
She added that the Motion Picture 
Association of America, made up 
of members of the film industry, 
offers rewards for assistance in 
convicting pirates. 
"The problem is worldwide," 
she said. "There could be 
organized crime in some areas. But 
the government prints money even 
though people. counterfeit it and 
banks open doors even though 
people rob them. There is no way 
people can stop" any sort of 
crime." 
'Reds,' 'On Golden Pond' Lead Academy Nominations 
Almost as soon as the art of filmmaking was born, the 
distribution of buttered popcorn, Juicy Fruits and Coca-Cola has 
been Inseparable from that Bl't. Who could imagine a movie theater A total of 178 feature-length .films meet the 
without the tradition of a snack bar? Well, nobody should even and $40 million to produce, is competing for 12 
awards - best picture, Diane Keaton for best actress, 
Maureen Stapleton for best supporting actress and 
Jack Nicholson for best supporting actor. 
bother to try, or 50 said the manager of Albuquerque's Fat North eligibility requirements for 1982 Academy Award 
consideration, according to the Academy of Motion. Ci?,~h:· two are syn~nyrnous. If 1 had a million dollars 1 would still Picture Arts and Sciences. Last year's total was 189. 
have a snack bar because snack bats and movies are just an itn- Warren Beatty's epic Reds and Henry Fonda's 
portant part ofeach other.'' . . touching On /Jolden Pond led nominees announced 
One theater manager said the snack bar is the main source of Thursday for Oscars to be presented at next month's 
income for the theater and the price of tickets only covers the film 54th annual Academy Awards show. 
and employee costs, and most of the utilities. Beatty picked Up three rtominations for Reds, the 
"A movie theater is just a front for a candy store, because fhaes saga of journalist John Reed and the Russian 
the only place where any profit is made,'' the manager said. re~o.luhl'on - fol r best actor, best director and best 
ongma screenp ay. 1.---------------'-'·..:.· . .:..· .:..· :..;· ·;.;· -.;..:.;"'-''..:.·.:.· ,_. "'-'''-''..:.·.:.· .., ..... TM ni.l!t.u.r.e, .w~iph_ \O.OK .Bsatty !!early .t)lr.ee ~Y~.l!r§ .. . 
Fonda and Katharine Hepburn were nominated as 
best actor and actress for their triumphs as aging 
couple facing his death in On Golden Pond. The 
picture won a total' of 10 nominations, including best 
picture and Jane Fonda, Henry's daughter, for best 
supporting actress. 
Neither Fonda nor Beatty has ever won a cOin· 
petiiive Oscar, although Fonda got an honorary 
. • . . • . • • • • • • • • .•..•.• s:.Qfltii'Jued.o.li.M9f! R4 
I 
I 
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• Romance, sweetheart prizes, love potions, 
and music by Sassy Jones 
Valentine's Day, Sunday, February 14, 
at Ned's on Central just west of Washingto9. 
n+l""'·'"" The best parties 
start with 
La Paz Margaritas. 
Quick and 
easy to make 
with LaPaz 
Margarita Mix. 
EEEEEH •.. 1Ct\-tC\-\-tC\\ 
GOT ENY L ? 
FREE 
a.d::n1issio.:n. E("UJ"c:bitl~ ftfr ~";t\.td('tlt t;tl<'J'lt f•)r :i Sturknt Th.lc-nt Show O:mJWt1t1on1 
(rl l'f)f]l':l•!\l'li' fr>!,r~:r.u•y 2·Hh, 1002 in thr> SUll\\~lY StJ;tlton( rtnrtht\'f':>t ln'.l''t' l{~'t111Jf tfl.e 
Studtorit t'nirm 'lltllditi!; )!ra:~ 1.2:Cl()-1;00. A.utlitions t\i,ll run until April 2h"t 1 198:!. 
1\'Jili'lt·rh hi 'tliE> fnllriWihlt t•(l\t"Af>l'fl'l!".i ;t,'ill !'P('I•h'i• \'!llllabh• r'a'ih !H'i7!'"~: . 
Si:ngle .X:n.s-tru.:.n.e:n.-ta.li.st 
S:i:n.gle Vocalis-t 
S:i:ngle or Group Va.ri.e-ty 
• " ........... j; ................. ·······~ ........... , .......................................... .
APPLICATIONS NO~ 
BEING ACCEPTED 
irl tbe Sull G~I:'ICS ATetl. .. t<JWf>.r tevrl nf thl' :;tutllltlt l'niGn B'~lldint;- ·-r 1n 
!loom 217 on t.h"e: S~omid Floor, Pl!:;c;e t~'mt:.it~t Jnrry P.;\f!! .1t 271-2:1:!8 1f 
there are any rurthor qu~stton~. 
~~~~~:;;§· . ..,;o ;::N~EiK'il"'A~~"~f¥\cr-.l ~=~~=~ 
NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT 
BoGART's (Montgomery Plaza) This 
weekend features Twister starting at 9 p.m. 
upstairs, and Hot August is scheduled for 
downstairs. Happy hour is Monday 
through Friday from 5 to 7 p.m., with folk 
music by Ron Torres. 
CARAVAN EAST (7605 Central NE) - Back At 
the Ranch begins playing at 5 p.m. for 
cocktail hour; John Long furnishes music 
at 8.:30 p.m. 
CHELSEA STREET Pus (Coronado Center) 
The easy-listening sounds of Dan and Eton 
will be featured this weekend. Music starts 
at 9 p.m. 
DANBI's (2900 Coors NW) - This week 
presents the contemporary jazz sounds of 
Elaine Hamilton. Music begins at 8.:30 p.m. 
FRIAR's NoRTH (4410 Wyoming NE) - Back 
by popular demand is the rock sound of 
Listen. Music begins at 9 p.m. 
FRIAR's PuB (68.25 Lomas NE) - Soundstage 
begins music for dancing at 8.:30 p.m. 
GoLDEN INN (Take State Highway 14 toward 
the crest) Charlie Musselwhite is 
scheduled in concert from Feb. 17 at 8. p.m. 
Tickets are $4 and are available through 
Giant Ticket outlets. This weekend features 
Aces High from 9 p.m. 1:30 a.m. · 
GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION (3301 Juan Tabo 
NE) - Friday night country music is 
featured and Saturday night it's disco, 
Twenty-five cent drinks from 7 to 9 p.m. 
NED's (4200 Central SE) - Contemporary 
rock music by Sassy Jones is scheduled for 
this weekend. Music starts at 9 p.m. 
THE SYNDICATE (FORMELY THE FLIM-FLAM) 
(2225 Wyoming NE) - Folk singer and 
guitarist Debbie Brown is featured for 
dinner music from 7 to 10 p.m. this 
weekend; Thursdays and Sundays, from 7 
to 10 p.m. David Wellems provides 
classical and folk music. 
CowBoY's (3301 Juan Tabo Blvd. NE) - This 
weekend it is the country music sounds of 
The Yellow Rose Band starting at 9 p.m. 
ART SHOWS 
Application forms are now available for the 
198.2 New Mexico Arts and Crafts Fair 
jurying to be held Feb. 18.-21 at the State 
Fairgrounds in Albuquerque. 
Application forms may be requested by 
telephoning the New Mexico Arts and 
Crafts Fair office at 8.8.4-9043 or at 2745 
San Mateo NE, Suite G, Albuquerque, 
8.7110 on Monday or Thursday between 9 
a.m. and noon. 
ALBUQUERQUE MusEUM - Treasure, People, 
Ships and Dreams is the name of an exhibit 
at the museum which commemorates a 
group of Spanish galleons which sank off 
the coast. of Texas in 1554, the first 
shipwreck in the. western hemisphere. Most 
of the exhibit is authentic. The exhibit, the 
first time it has been seen out of Texas, was 
put together by the Texas Antiquities 
Committee. It wlll show through Feb. 28.. 
The museum's hours are Tuesday through 
Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday 
and Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m. and closed 
Monday and national holidays. 
Explore and New Town and the Railroad 
Boom Years are continuous exhibitions at 
the museum. The former is kinetic 
sculpture designed for children and the 
latter . is a historic exhibition of 
Albuquerque. 
ALBUQUERQUE UNITED ARTISTS - Media Use 
'82 Exhibit is the name of an exhibit 
sponsorf!d by Albuquerque Public Schools 
and AU A. It presents works of private and 
public middle schools and high schools. it 
is showing at the Downtown Center fot the 
Arts, 216 Central SW, from Feb. 14 
through March 6. Hours are Tuesday 
through Saturday 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Craftworks IV, a juried all media crafts 
exhibition, open to a craftspeople in New 
Mexico, . is scheduled for May through 
June. All works must be, submitted by 
April17 with a fee of $7. For a prosepectus 
write: Craftworks, P.O. Box 18.08, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 8.7103, or 
phone 243-0531. 
EL ARTE DE LOS PINTOS - Pinto art will be 
showing Feb. 9 through 26 in the ASA 
gallery. A reception is scheduled for Feb. 
13 at 1 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom featuring 
street theater by groups from the 
penitentiary and Los Lunas. 
GALLERIA in SUB Basement - The Galeria 
will present paintings and wood cuts by 
Ray Levra of Cochise College now through 
Feb. 26. Also featured will be paintings and 
sculptures by local artists. 
THE JoNSON GALLERY - Drawings by Bill 
Masterson will be shown in the front of the 
gallery; in the back it's drawings by 
Raymond Jonson. Gallery hours are 
Monday through Saturd!J.y, 1 p.m. to 5 
p.m. 
MAXWELL MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY -
Paitztings on Pottery by Ann and Carl. 
Beam will be exhibited from Feb. 14 
through May 2 at the museum. Opening 
reception is Feb. 14 from 2 to 4 p.m. at the 
Maxwell Museum East Gallery. 
Fiestas of San Juan Nuevo Ceremonial Art 
from Michoacan, Mexico until September 
198.2. Hours are Monday through ~riday, 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m.; Sunday, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. . 
TEACHING GALLERY. - Presently showing at 
the Teaching Gallery is Lithographs from 
Tamarind by the art department faculty. 
Serigraphy by unified arts will be presented 
from Feb. 15 through March 4 in the show 
entitled Graphic; Synergy. The gallery is 
located across from the department office, 
room 204 in the art building. The hours are 
from 8. a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through 
Friday. 
AcTIVITIES 
C.J. • CoMPANY is scheduled to perform at a 
dance Feb. 12 from 9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. in 
the Subway Station. The dance, sponsored 
by the Black Student Union, costs $2 for 
UNM, Technical-Vocational Institute and 
University of Albuquerque students and $3 
general admission. 
THUMPER will be the featured band for the 
sweetheart's dance on Feb. 13 from 9 p.m. 
to 1 a.m. in the Subway Station, lower 
level of the SUB. Admission is $3 for 
singles and $5 for couples. 
ST. VALENTINE's PoLKA DANCE is scheduled for 
Feb. 13 at 8. p.m. at the Albuquerque 
Garden Center, 10129 Lomas NE. Tickets 
are $3 and may be obtained by calling 294~ 
1574 or 296-1378.. The dance is sponsored 
by the Polish-American Club and Nino and 
His Trio will provide the music. The 
benefit is for the Polish community service 
projects. ' 
Stations on the AII/I dial: 
KRKE 
KDAZ 
KOB 
KQEO 
KKIM 
KDRM 
KXKS 
KAMX 
KZIA 
610 
730 
770 
920 
1000 
1150 
1190 
1500 
1580 
CoOntry music, news 
ContemporarY Christian music 
and programs 
Middle of the road, news 
Oldies 
Christian music and programs 
Easy listening, middle of toad 
Beautiful music (15XJ Top40 
News, talk shows 
SEREND!l'ITY DAY ScHOOL has scheduled its 
first annual February Funky Frolic and 
Dance on Feb. 13 at 8.:30 p.m. at the 
Plumber's Union Hall, 501 San Pedro SE, 
with Alma and Glad Rags providing the 
music. Tickets are $5 in advance or $6.50 
at the door. Advance tickets may be 
purchased at ~01 Girard NE or call 255-
7336. Prizes for the funkiest formal or 
whatever, 
FREEDOM UNIVERSITY will sponsor a New 
Games workshop on Feb. 14 from 1 to 3 
p.m. New Games are a form of recreation 
involving soft war, creative play and trust, 
and are adaptsble to all ages. For further 
information contact Freedom University at 
265-428.6. 
LENNY ANDERSON, folk guitarist, is scheduled 
for noontime entertainment from noon to 1 
p.m. in the lounge of the SUB. 
TH.E FIRST ANNUAL FASCHING PARADE is 
scheduled for German American Day, Feb. 
21, at 1 p.m. Floats, clowns, German 
dancers, marchers, bands and native 
costumes will be presented. The event is 
sponsored by Edelweis am Rio Grande, 
with a theme of Knockwurst and Green 
Chile. During and after the parade will be 
a traditional German Bier und Wurst Fest. 
The parade will march along Candelaria 
and Menaul between Carlisle and San 
Pedro. 
THE UNM INTERNATIONAL FoLK DANCE CLUB 
meets every Tuesday evening. The group 
will meet at the north end of the second 
floor of the SUB. Advanced dancers will 
meet from 6 to 7 p.m.; beginning to in-
termediate dancers from 7 to 8.:15 p.m., 
with open dancing from 8.-10 p.m. for 
anyone interested. Charge is 50 cents a 
person. Teaching is available for beginners. 
ScRABBLE PLAYERS CtuB No. ,.. meets 
Tuesdays at 7 p.m. at Jao-Jao's Place, 5000 
Central SE. Admission is $1. 
WAGON WHEELS SQUAREDANCE CLUB meets 
Thursdays .from 7 to 9 p.m. in the SUB 
Ballroom. There is a live caller; refresh-
ments are provided. 
UNM BALLROoM DANCE CLUB meets every 
Friday night at 7:30 in the SUB ballroom. 
Tonight Valentine's Day will be celebrated 
with games, prizes and a host of new 
friends. Everyone is invited. The club gives 
free mini-lessons at the start of each 
session. There is a $1 charge for non-
members, with semester membership $5. 
BROADWAY JAzz CLUB meets Friday and 
Saturday at B. p.m. at the Tamarind 
Restaurant in the Galeria. This week 
entertainment will be provided by Jesse 
Sawyer and The Jazz Prophets. The public 
is invited, membership costs $30 annually. 
CoNCERTS 
Koot AND THE GANG is scheduled to appear in 
concert at Tingley Coliseum Feb. 14. 
Stations on the FM dial: 
KLVT 
KANW 
KUNM 
KRST 
KOB 
KWXL 
KHFM 
KZZX 
KKJV 
KFMG 
88.3 
89.1 
S0,1 
92,3 
93,3 
94.0 
96.3. 
99.0 
100.0 
108.0 
Contemporary Christian music 
Disco 
Public Radio • Jazt Blues Folk 
country 
Contemporary ea~v listening 
(94 Rock) Album oriented rock 
Classical 
Adult contemporary top 40 
Beautiful music 
Mass.appeal album. oriented rock 
Tickets are $10.50 in advance and $11,50 
the day of the concert. All tickets are 
general admission. 
PIITSBURGH SYMPHONY WITH ANDRE PREVIN is s~hedul'ed for Feb, 15 at 8.:15 p.m. at 
Popejoy Hall. 
T1:1E UNM DEPARTMENT oF Music will'present 
a joint recital at 8. p.m. on Feb, 17. 
Featured artists will be Joanna de Keysey, 
Artemus Edwards, George Robert and 
Tom O'Connor. 
NEw MExico SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA presents 
Ella Fitzgerald Feb. 13 at 8. p.m. at the 
UNMArena. 
MoviEs 
The ASUNM Film Committee will present the 
following films this week in the SUB Union 
Theater: 
Greaser's Palace - This film is set in the 
Wild West which is interrupted by a song-
and-dance man. Showtimes are at 7 and 
9:15p.m. Friday 
Goldfinger - Sean Connery stars in one of 
the original James Bond 007 movie .. 
Showtimes are at 7 and 9:15 p.m. 
Saturday. 
Films of Les Blank -Featuring "Always for 
Pleasure" and "Del Mero Corazon." 
Showtime is at 8. p.m. Feb. 17. 
Ashes and Diamonds - This film discusses 
the conflict between idealism and instinct. 
It is in Polish with subtitles. Showtimes are 
Feb. 18. at 7 and 9:15 p.m. 
Absence of Malice - Louisiana Blvd 
American Pop - Friday and Saturday at Don 
Pancho's 
Arthur - Lobo 
Atltmtic City - Coronado Four 
The Beast Within - Montgomery Plaza, 
Wilirock II 
Blood Wedding -The Guild · 
The Border Far North, Highland, 
Wyoming 
Cannery Row - Far North, Los Altos Twin 
Chariots of Fire - Wyoming 
Cinderella - Eastdale 
The Devil and Max Devlin - Eastdale 
The French Lieutenant's Woman - Far North 
Heavy Metal - Friday and Saturday at Don 
Pancho's 
Intimate Moments - Los Altos Twin, 
Montgomery Plaza 
The .Marriage of Maria Braun - Wednesday 
and Thursday at Don Pancho's 
Nightcrossing - Far North, Wincrock II 
On Golden Pond - Cinema East, Louisiana 
Blvd 
The Picture Show Man - Sunday through 
Tuesday at Don Pancho's 
Raiders of the Lost Ark - Cinema East 
Reds - Coronado Four 
Taps- Louisiana Blvd 
The Tin Drum - Wednesday and Thursday 
'at Don Pancho's 
True Confessions- Coronado Four 
Walkabout - Sunday through Tuesday at 
Don Pancho's 
Whose Life Is It Anyway?- Coronado Four 
Wilderness Family - Montgomery Plaza 
THEATER 
AMERICAN BuFFALO - The Obie award-
winning play by David Namet opens Feb. 
11 and plays Thursdays through Sundays 
at the Vortex. Showtimes are Thursdays 
'through Saturdays at 8 p.m .. and Sundays 
at 2:30 p.m. Tickets are $4 and $3.50 for 
students and senior citizens. Call 247-8600 
for reservations. 
BAILES FoLXLORicos - will be presented Feb. 
13 at 7 p.m. at Popejoy Hall by th!! UNM 
Chicano Studies program. Featured will be 
the Miguel Caro Dancers.· Tickets are 
available through Ticketmaster outlets. For 
more information call 843-6014. 
Bus STOP - The comedy-drama by Pulitzer 
Prize winner William Inge will be presented 
at The Barn Dinner Theater in Cedar Crest 
from Feb. 17 through April 4: Wednesday 
through Saturday the Barn opens at 6 p.m. 
for cocktails, and 6:45 to 7:45 p.m. for 
dinner. Plays begin at 8.:15 p.m. 
• 
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Bring yours weetheart to the 
B R 0 A D W A Y 
Februacy1~h&1~h 8pm4am 
Jesse Sawyer and the Jazz Prophets 
in the Tamarind Restaurant 
First Plaza Galeria 242-2776 
Aclmlssion $3.00, members free. A non·profit org!"nization 
ASUNM Film committee 
presents 
GREASER'S PALACE 
"With Its nutball appeal, It is 
easily the most adventurous 
Amer!can movie this year." -Newsweek 
Alii£Rl R BllOCCOLI··•HMRI SAllZIMN , ...... 
SEAN CONNfRY .t/11 OOTi.!IN HEMING'S 
TECHNICDLDR"•""''""" UNITEQ ARTISTS 
Fri. & Sat. at 7:00 & 9:15pm- SUB Theater Students-$1,50 
Others-$2.00 
GOLDEN INN·. 
-presents-
Feb.17 8pm 
Charlie Musselwhite 
Tickets $4.00* 
Coming Events ••• 
Feb.26-
0zark Mountain Daredevils Tlcketssa.oo• 
March 12,13 • Gatemouth Brown Tickets S4.oo 
March 27 • The Association Tickets S9.oo• 
.. 
*Students Yz Price-
Show your ticket & Student I D at the 
door ancl 'I• of the price will be 
refunded. Tickets available at ·an 
Giant Ticket Outlets. For more info. 
~ · {l call • 243·3208. 
Gold~n. New Mexico 
''En...-IIARY! 
SUU-...:A'S CU.CTU 11E SCIIEEI WITH 
IIIEATH·TU.IIUUIY AIIIIIEMI'·SIUPf.IIIIAMA" 
·~~Crill, ... ...., ... low. 
"IUUIIFUU.Y .. 
.... l:alrils tilt ..... 
ucilltMftt If llrcl's 
11111111 .......... 
lllllllllilln'~-t·liutlo, 
•• f., ....... 
"All EXI'I.DSIOI OF 
ENERGY, • cellllrltitn 
rrf flees, llallies 11111 
voices ... lftltllltt!l 
tenific .....,~ ..... Ktott, 
.. -··· 
GARC .. LOitCA'S Ia 
~WEDDING. 
1800'S Dt SAfiCI':(I 
A fllm by tAIILOS SAUIIA 
Statrlng ANTONIO GlDES 
A M.W-lCt ,_.I! BAll l>rt-11""' 
Alli>U F.liM.t: ~('.l!iP 
ALBUQUERQUE 
PREMIERE! 
TIMES: 7:30,9:00 
(Sat.Sun Matinees 
113:00.4:30. 6:00) 
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- Nominations 
continued from page R-1 
"award last year, Hepburn is the only performer to 
win three O$cars for leading roles, Jane Fonda has 
done it twice, Keaton and. Nicholson once each. 
Ragtime and Raiders of the .Lost Ark, the year's 
biggest moneymaker, both collected eight 
nominations, followed by Chariots of Nre with 
seven. 
Howard E. Rollins Jr. for Ragtime; 
Other nominees for best supporting actress are 
Melinda Dillon for Ab~ence of Malice, Joan Hackett 
for Only When I Laugh and Elizabeth McGovern for 
Ragtime. 
Besides Beatty, nominations for best director went 
to Louis Malle for Atlantic City, Hugh Hudson for 
Chariot~ of Hre, Mark Rydell for On Go/den Pond 
and Steven Spielberg for Raiders of the Lost Ark. Besides Reds and On Golden Pond, nominations 
for best picture went to A //antic City, the ~tory of an 
aging gangster who falls in .love with a young woman; 
~-;::======================:;--- Chariots of fire, a touching film about two English 
· Olympic track stars; and Raiders of the Lost Ark, a 
Nominations for best original song went to the 
themes from Arthur, Endless Love and For Your 
Eyes Only, along with The First Time II Happens 
from The Great Muppet Caper and One More Hour 
from Ragtime. 
presents 
The One and Only 
NEW 
ME-XICO 
SVM. PHONY OK::HESfRA ELLA 
I 
FITZGERALD 
011e Night 011l!f 
TICKETS: $7.60 $10.60 
ORDER NOW!!! 
STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
Saturday, 
February 
13th 
8:00P.M. 
UNM 
Arena 
"The Pit'' 
Tickets available at all Tickehnaster Gullets 
OR CALL 842-8565 & CHARGE 
TO YOUR' MASTERCARD OR VISA 
Southwest Ballet 
fdwanl Andro!le, Artl5tk Dlredor 
pmH!JII5 
Starring 
Evelyn 
Cisneros 
Kkk Peterson who~ family 
Principal Dancers to enjoy. 
San Francisco Ballet 
and the 
New Mexico Symphony Orchestra 
February 19 & 20 
8:15 Po~oy Hall 
Tlckt:L'i al_Popejoy tlotll o~nd aU Tickclma!itet outh:U. 
$11. $10 ltt $8. Student and Senior Dl!itotlnb 
ThiS pcrforman« is pa_rtlally (un_ded by _a gr:ntrOU!lo gt_IUH trom lht 
f'llc..- fttuko Arts Oh:f~lon tttlhe ,.atlonal Endowtti~nt ror I he Art. '.I 
high-action spoof on Hollywood's old adventure 
dramas. 
Best actor nominations also went to Burt Lancaster 
for Atlantic City, Dudley Moore for Arthur and Paul 
Newman for Absence of Malice. Lancaster won an 
Oscar in 1960 for Elmer Gantry. Newman has never 
won an Oscar. 
Best actress nominations also went to Marsha 
Mason for Only When I La!Jgh, Susan Sarandon for 
Atlantic City and one-time Oscar winner Meryl 
Streep for The French Lieutenant's Woman. 
Other nominees for best supporting actor are 
James f:oco for Only When I Laugh, John Gielgud 
for Arth!Jr, Ian Holm for Chariot~ of Fire, and 
Marc White 
NIGHT CROSSING 
Filmed entirely on location in West Germany, 
Night Crossing is a bold reminder of a split Germany 
we tend to forget. The true star of the film is the 
balloon that carries th~ families from East Germany 
to their freedom in the West. 
Based on the true story of an escape by the Strelzyk 
and Wetzel families, the film is a dramatic in-
terpretation of something seemingly too fantastic to 
be real. 
Beau Bridges highlights the cast as Gunter, one of 
the two fathers that braves the East-West border with 
his family. Britain's John Hurt presents a sensitive 
portrayal of Peter Strelzyk, the instigator of the 
escape. Jane Alexander, as Doris Strelzyk, com-
plements him in her role as concerned wife and 
. mother. 
Walt Disney Productions, fearing we have 
forgotten the pained existence of those in the East, 
opens Night Crossing with some unnecessary film-clip 
reminders of the Berlin wall and Germany's misery at 
the end of the second World War. It would be 
enough to have the first episode of the film to justify 
the Strelzyk's and Wetzel's desire to get to the West. 
We are acquainted with a youth who dares defy the 
East German border guards and· witness his colorful 
execution before we have had two handfuls of 
Nominated along with Beatty for best original 
screenplay were Kurt Luedtke for Absence of Malice, 
Steve Gordon for Arthur, John Guare for Atlantic 
City and Colin Weiland for Chariots of J.'ire, 
Nominated for best foreign language film of the 
year were The Boat is Full, Switzerland; Man of Iron, 
Poland; Mephisto, Hungary; Muddy River, Japan; 
and Three Brothers, Italy. 
This year's Awards Presentation is scheduled for 
March 29 at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion of the 
Los Angeles Music Center and will be broadcast live 
and in color by the ABC Television Network, starting 
at 6 p.m. (PST). 
popcorn, 
After the first 15 minutes of superfluous footage 
however, we get to the plot of the story and ex-
perience the birth of the escape plan and the building 
of the balloon. We are made well aware of the dif· 
ficulties of assembly and secrecy necessary to make 
the dream a reality. The tension is mild but 
unavoidable. 
Those with heart and blood pressure problems 
should leave about the time of the field tests for the 
balloon. 
The buildup of tension in the film from here on is 
uncomfortable and extreme enough to assure us we 
are watching this historical recreation via Walt 
Disney and not Polanski or DeMiUe. The incredible 
amount of hype and nervous tension is beyond what 
is comfortable, Night Crossing becomes not an art 
nlm or a documentary, but a thriller. The film must 
remain in the realm of Walt Oisney's child thrillers as 
it anxiously riddles the emotions with scene after 
scene of tension and nervousness. What may excite 
the naive mind becomes dread and misery for the 
knowing. 
Fortunately, the .happy ending soothes somewhat, 
but the damage has already been done. The happy 
moviegoer may have a smile on his face, but there's 
also a knot in his stomach. 
The story is good, but if you can't take heat, stay 
out of the balloon. 
, BAR 
Cowboys 
Kelly Gibbs country western bands and 
provides a small but adequate 
dance floor for whatever gyrations 
Cowboys is one of 
feel inclined to perform. The music 
is non-stop; a DJ plays records 
during band breaks. Albuquerque's best country and 
western bars. Located .at 3301 Juan 
Tabo NE, Cowboys is more in-
timate and less crowded than its 
neighbor, Graham Central Station. 
And Graham's can't hold a candle 
to the live entertainment Cowboys 
provides. 
Every night Cowboys hosts Jive 
Jerry Kraybill, manager, said he 
thinks Cowboys' two main at-
tractions are "the best in live 
country entertainment and very 
competitive drink specials!' 
The . bar offers a daily Happy 
Hour from 3 to 7 p.m., with three-
for-orte beer, wine and well drinks. 
RrtretUon 101 is published weekly. by the New Mnleo DtiiY l..obo u a 
suplcmcnl' to its dally publir:atiot1 ~ch.:di.ilt. Aecrntlon 101 and the NeW Mnlro 
Dtllr Lobo are no1 financially associated with the University of New .Mexico. 
Oplnl,on~ expressed In Mtcrtatl~_n mt are those or the: author ~otely. Nothing 
printed m h:t-cttatlon 101 necessanly repre~cnls the <Jlews 0( the t.Jniversity bf New 
Mexico, 
All stibmis~ions to 'Rrnullon lOt become th!! prollertY or the New Mlidto 
Dally L~bo and will be edited ror li:llgth and libelous conti:iH. 
Reutatlon 101 Edftorhil Stttff: 
Mar1aging Editor ...................... , ......... , ... , .... Robert Sanchez. 
Starr Assl~tant .......... , ................. , , .... , , .• , .. " 1 , , Eddie Tafoyll 
Photography l.!dltor.,. .. , ........ , •• ,.,, 1 ,,, .. 1 , •• , • , , .. , , , , , n111 Wc.::hter 
OraphlcsDirec-tor ....... , •. , • , ............ , ,. , .... , .... Ouonc Mcdrcgor 
Then from 7 to 9 p.m. nightly 
special prices on certain drinks are 
offered: Sunday you'll find 
Kamikazes for $1 (a new habit for 
Cowboys); Monday offers SO-cent 
draft beer; Wednesdays and 
Fridays treat you to 25-cent draft 
beer; rucsday you can find 25-cent 
beer, wine and well drinks; 
Thursday is Ladies' Night (no 
cover charge for women); and 
Saturday offers 50.cent draft beer 
again. 
Cover charge on weekdays 
(except Ladies' Night) and sunday 
is $2 for men, $1 for women. 
Friday and Saturday cover charge 
is $3 for men, $2 for women. 
For gameplayers other than the 
romantic kind, Cowboys has a 
gameroom equipped with elec-
tronic video games and four. pool 
tables. 
All in all, an evening at 
Cowboys is an enjoyable one. 
Waitresses are few and far bet-
ween, but when they find you, you 
get good service. If you don't want 
to wait, you can mosey on uj) to 
the bar yourself. 
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University Employee Since 1946, Edwin Schodorf Retires 
When Edwin J. Schodorf began 
work with the University of New 
Mexico in 1946, the UNM Press 
and Printing Plant were a single 
operation which employed 15 
people, 
Back then, the printing plant-
press was housed in the old 
counseling and testing building 
adjacent to Carlisle Gymnasium. 
"It was the only building in the 
middle of campus, except for 
Carlisle Gym," said Schodorf, 
who retired Feb. 5 - one day 
before his 63rd birthday - as 
director of the UNM Printing 
Plant. 
were 100 percent let-
terpress," Schodorf said, referring 
to a tedious and untidy printing 
process in which paper is pressed 
direc(Jy onto an inked, raised 
surface, 
Schodorf's successor, Thomas J, 
Payne, 54, recently took over the 
now computerized operation which 
employs nearly 60 persons. Payne, 
who has been with the plant since 
1957, had served as its assistant 
director since 1978. 
"I feel the University has a very 
modern facUlty, probably one of 
the better in the state; if not the 
best," said Schodorf, a 1980 
recipient of the UNM Regents 
Meritorious Service Medal for 
outstanding service. 
When he left the orphanage, he 
took on a variety of odd jobs to 
work his w~y through Bliss 
Business College in Columbus, 
where be studied accounting. Upon 
his graduation, he enrolled in Ohio 
State University. 
Vardeman, Author, 'Will Speak Wednesday With a computerized typesetting capability and the expected 
acquisition of some additional 
equipment, "we'll be competitive 
with anyone in the nation," he 
said. 
In 1943 Schodorf joined the 
Army Signal Corps and served in 
Europe and the South Pacific until, 
his discharg~ in 1946. 
Since then, Schodorf has worked 
at the printing plant and, since 
1960, has served as its director. Miclt~elle Myers 
Robert Vardeman, author of 
The Fallen Ones and The K/ingon 
Gambit, will speak at the 
University of New Mexico 
Wednesday, 
"Writers are not writing for 
themselves. The more you en-
tertain people, the better writer 
you are considered. My books are 
not classics, but I think they are 
good solid entertainment," 
Vardeman said. 
The lecture, sponsored by The 
Friends of the UNM Libraries, will 
spotlight New Mexico book 
writers. 
In his lecture, Vardeman, a 
UNM graduate, will speak of the 
effects of New Mexico on his 
writing. 
When asked why he chose 
science fiction writing above other 
genres of literature, Vardeman 
said, "l grew up in the 1950s, and 
I can still remember when they 
Applications 
Offered For 
Civitan Grant 
Undergraduate and graduate 
. students .at the University oJ.New., 
Mexico are eligible to apply for 
scholarships available through the 
Civitan International Foundation. 
The Dr. Courtney W. Shropshire 
Memorial Scholarship Grant is 
offered to those seeking an un-
dergraduate or master's degree in 
history, political science, civics or 
special or vocational education . 
Applicants must be planning to 
teach in one of these areas. 
The Roy M. Abagnale Memorial 
Fellowship is offered to a graduate 
student or intern in economics, 
political science, business Or 
marketing. 
The application deadline is 
March l. 
For more information contact: 
Frank J. Baigarella, Executive 
Administrator. Civitan Inter-
national Foundation, P.O. Box 
2101, Birmingham, Ala., 35201; or 
call 205-591-891 o. 
Cash Award 
Obtainable 
For Works 
Researchers in the University of 
New Mexico Department of 
Modern and Classical Languages 
are eligible to apply for cash 
awards for published manuscripts. 
The Nina p, Shaughnessy Medal 
and $500 are offered for an 
outstanding research publication in 
teaching English or English 
literature. 
The Kenneth W. Mildenberger 
Medal and $500 arc offered for a 
research publication in teaching a 
foreign language or literature. 
The awards are offered by the 
Modern Language Association of 
America. Application deadline is 
March t. 
For more information write: 
Director of Research, Modern 
Language AssociatiOil of America, 
62 Pifth Ave., New York, N.Y., 
10011. 
' 
' ~: 
announced that the Russians had 
put the Sputnik up, The thought of 
space really made an impression on 
me.'' 
Also a mystery writer, Var-
deman said getting ideas for his 
novels is "the easy part. Trying to 
slow them down as they pop. into 
your head, and trying to sort out 
which ones are good is the hard 
part,,, 
Vardeman worked as a physicist 
with Sandia Laboratories before 
becoming a free lance writer in 
1974, He has written over 22 
books, eight of which are currently 
on the book stands. 
Schodorf began his career in 
printing as a printer's devil in an 
orphanage in Columbus, Ohio, 
where he lived for four years, The 
institution published a weekly 
newspaper designed to, solicit 
support for orphans. 
As the printing plant's new 
director, Payne said he plans no 
major changes, "I'll just try to 
maintain the high standards that 
Ed has set up. I don't know what 
the economy is going to do, but 
there may be some expansion in 
lhe typesetting area.'' 
Good friends stand up for you 
when . need tfiem.· · 
. . 
Phone Gills .got you nowhere, but this should get her 
attention. A mission requiring split-second timing, 
perfect planning artd most importat\tly, some sttrefooted, 
stand-up gUys. 
When you come down to earth, spring for something 
special. 
, 'lbnight, let it be L6wenbtau. 
Lowenbriiu.Here's to good friends~ 
~1982 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee. Wis. 
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Arts 
ASA Gallery Exhibits Penitentiary Pinto Art and Theater 
.Janice Nichols 
Sparky Espinoza doesn't keep 
track of the days, he onJy keeps 
track of the months. He is an 
inmate in th~ penitentiary in Santa 
Fe. Sparky is also an escape artist. 
Like dozens of other inmates, he 
leaves the confinement daily - at 
least he leaves mentally. 
Sparky is an accomplished pen 
and ink artist. His art work is part 
of the currency that flows through 
the ccllblocks at the state 
penitentiary - art for cash, 
cigarettes, favors, tattoos and 
phone numbers. 
With the details deleted, he tells 
how he got serious about his art 
work after he was arrested and sent 
to j<til in 1966. He says he is about 
30 and adds he has "spent a total 
of 14 years in the joint. 
"I've sold almost all of my 
paintings," he says. "I've sold 
more stuff inside than outside, 
Pointing to a drawing or a two-
headed bird with intricately drawn 
plumage, he says, "That one took 
a long time to do. I'd probably 
have to sell it for $5." 
He is up for parole in March and 
thinks he has a so-so chance of 
making parole. "I think I can 
support myself as an artist on the 
outside," he says. "It's tough. The 
adjustment is hard to make after 
you have been in here for even just 
a couple of years. A guy is totally 
institutionalized after two years. 
His wife and family play a big part 
in whether he makes it or not. If 
she's a good woman, the guy has a 
chance. If she messes with his 
head, he's back in here fast." 
Between pulls ou his cigarette, 
Sparky points to Carlos Leyba. 
"He's good," Sparky says. "He 
helps the guys with their art work. 
He motivates them, gives them 
pointers. His art work speaks for 
itself.'' 
And it does. Carlos specializes in 
pencil-drawn portraits. Of the 25 
or so portraits on the south wall, 
about IS of them arc signed by 
Carlos Leyba. Even without the 
signature the work is distinctly his. 
The faces are unique; the ex-
pressions are all the same. The eyes 
project great sadness and paiP, The 
need in the faces leaps off the 
paper. They look like faces in a 
crowd after a shelling - after the 
bodies have been counted, They 
are faces that show shock. 
Carlos is 99 and he has spent a 
total of 25 years behind bars. His 
portraits reflect his reality. They 
are all done without color, without 
animation. 
The work of Alex Garcia oc-
cupies the southeast corner of te 
wall. Alex isn't in the art class. 
He's in maximum security -
lockup - "something to do with 
the riot," someone says. But his 
art 'YOrk is demanding attention 
even in his absence. He is perhaps 
the most versatile. He does in-
tricately detailed landscapes that 
show serenity and calm. His colors 
are believable. Above the land-
scape pieces are two works that 
show the contrasts of Alex ,Garcia. 
They are reminiscent of J uarcz 
velvet paintings of nude women. 
The subject is on her hands and 
knees, with her backside to the 
viewer. ' She is animal-like, ob-
jectified, "a calendar girl" without 
a month to legitimize her. Com-
pared to the landscapes, she is 
probably worth twice as many 
packs of cigarettes. 
William Wissman is the art 
teacher at the state penitentiary. 
There hadn't been an art program 
in three or four years, until he 
arrived in August. Except for the 
men in protective custody and 
those in maximum security, the art 
class is accessable to any inmate 
who is interested. For roughly 1000 
inmates, the budget for art 
materials this year is $2000, thus 
the popularity of pencil drawings. 
"This is a great place to teach 
art," Wissman says. "These guys 
are really interested in learning and 
they are willing to work." 
Patrick Chavez is the director of 
the ASA Gallery at the University 
of New Mexico. He is coordinating 
an exhibit of work done by inmates 
from various New Mexico penal 
institutions. 
Knowing that an art critic would 
probably tear this kind of art work 
apart, Chavez says, "Yes it's 
primitive. It's crude. But you have 
to consider the environment in 
which it was created. Their work 
comes from a world of steel and 
concrete, of knowing that sleep h 
the only escape. This art work 
probably would be severely 
ARIZONA, ENERGY. TOMORROW and 
YOl'-thm'' till' unnhination At imna l'uhli< 
.S('nin· .CompaJJy lm~ J>lll tog(.•!lwr for you. 
ARIZONA h om• of tht• fa•W;t growing 'UII<'> 
. in tht• rountn. A'''" ;uionland fill<•d with 
'H1t u\ationaJ J;tthtlil' lot tlw wintt•f or "'tlJllnlt't 
"llpntl-" t.·nrhthia,t. Sncwnappt•d nwlmtain~ nnd 
-,n•ili<- hnritOil"t in tlw nm tlll'rn pan of tlw 'lat£• 
o.ffc.·1 ~tHn;,• ';kiing·, itt• fi~hing or Mtowrnobiling, 
il'l w(')l a~t hiking. mou11tain dimbhtg, or 
( alnJ>it•p; in IIH' ')tttnnwr~ ·nw rich g:ra,~land"' 
and dt•><•rl; to tlw ;outh an• idt•al lot 
"dmming, wawr 'kiing. tt•rlni,, golf. 
hm "('bark riding und hunting. Tlw wann y('tlr~ 
round c-l_imaH' makt•s Aritona a SJW< ia1 plan• 
fillt•d with fun and r<'l<txt•d living. 'l'ht• 
mt·tropolitnn dt)' of Phoenix offt·r·, additional 
atlnKtions. Phol•tlix js it dynamk, youthful ••tld 
('IWrgt•tk dty, 
ENERGY is what Aritona Public Ser\'ke 
Company is nil about. Wc'H· till' slalt•'.s largt•st 
"'PPlit•r of l'lt•t·lridly and natural gas. 
Cun-c·ntly, \\'(' an• ~wrvicirig 70% of Arizomt's 2,S 
million population, and in tilt' ill'Xt 2 <k<ades 
that numbt·t' is t•xpt•ctcd to douhk 
TOMORROW is why you will he challenged 
in tht· utility industry today. Tlw obstacks w<' 
must O\'t•rrnmr- to prcwidt• safe.•. t>£fidt•nt and 
t'fOnomice~l t'IJC"l'g~· will ht• mt•t by t•iJgin<•t•ts 
with an t')'t' on tht• future. 
YOU.. Tlw best parr of our mmpany is the role 
ymt will play. At APS, you'll srt· yonr id~ns 
translat<.'d into ttttion. Our 1-yt•ar Training mul 
Odt•ntation for Nt•tv Engint'«.'t.'i progn•m 
(TONE) allows you to choc)st· the assignnwms 
thai match yout car(•er intt•ri'sts. \Ve Jnovid<· 
you i\'lth tN·hnicnl dwllengt·<; and tht· dtann· 
rn gt'l. -in\"o)vccl in important projt•(ts ri~hr 
rrom tilt' SICitt~ In addition to our t•ngint•t•ring 
dt•o;ign groups, W<" .)mvt•· t•ngint't'L" in 
opt•nuions~ nnt~tt'LJCtion, sysu.•m planning, 
c·onlptttt•rs. tlJ~Itkt·ring. fUstor'lwr sl'tdn·. r·~tks, 
• n•as(•arfh and num y mcnt•. 
If you't<' about 'to gradu:rtl' with a tlt•grc•t• in 
electrical <ll' nuclcattngineering; wtj wanr ro 
wlk 1vith )'Ott aJJCiut a great !uture in Phoenix. 
We offt•t' mlliJX'titive salal"ies,and a 
corrtpteh~nsive benefits package· that includes 
rrlonttion assistance and mit ion 
r<•imbursernem. If living in'' vacation 
wondt·rland, and working for a company 
mmrnit1NI to your futuH' app<·als to you, st·nd 
us your resume. Send it to: Karl Friesen, Arizona 
Public Service Company, P.O. Box 21666, 
Statio'! I 1~2, Phoenix, Arizona 85036. 
A group meeting will be held 
Fcbwary 16 in the Mesa Vista Building, 
Room 1178 at 4 p.m. 
\Ve'li be holdihg personal interviews 
February 17. 
Con tan vnttt Can•t•r Plau•rrH·IH Otfin· 
· for n10r~· dt•rails. 
APS. 
Arizona Public Service Company 
Au ~:qual Oppcltl.trnily Emt>lo)<'t M fl 
criticized in an art fundflntentals 
class, but there is more to it than 
that. You have to see it through 
another perspective.'' 
Marcos Martinez 
It isn't often that the reality of 
prison life is allowed expression 
outside the walls of the pinta. 
"Pinta," prison slang for the 
penitentiary, literally ·translates as 
painted, or again as slang for 
stripes, from the days when striped 
uniforms were standard prison 
garb. The ASA gallery, located in 
the south end or the SUB, in the 
basement, is currently hosting an 
exhibit of prison art by New 
Mexican inmates in Pinto Arl 
through Feb. 2(). 
In addition to the exhibit there 
will be performances by the Teatro 
de los Pintos, an improvisational 
prison theatre group, and DOT 
(Doing Our Time), a women's 
group featuring dialogues, in the 
SUB ballroom Saturday at I p.m. 
The performances will be followed 
by a question and answer period 
with the inmate performers and a 
reception in the ASA gallery. 
ASA director Patrick Chavez is 
largely responsible for conceiving 
and coordinating the show, out of 
a personal interest in the pinto 
reality and its expresson through 
art. 
"I care about what's going on. 
Now there's actually some com-
munication, with people seeing the 
art and realizing that there are 
actually human beings in (prison) . 
"With all the recent publicity, 
none or which has been very 
favorable, I wanted to do 
something more positive," ·Chavez 
said. 
The showing features about 75 
pieces from 40 or 50 artists. They 
include pencil drawings, water-
colors, paints and some sculptures. 
Thematically they range from 
memories of childhood innocence 
to the sharp lines and shadows of 
frustrated incarceration. Much of 
the art appears self-taught in its 
dowu-to-earthness. There is a 
material and thematic simplicity 
which reflects a depth of feeling, a 
lack or availability of artists' tools' 
and the cultural context from 
which they arise. The quality of 
the works reminds us that there's 
plenty of time to perfect one's 
craft in prison. 
"There is a sincerity and tin-
pretentiousness to the prison art, 
and a lot of people in the 
University could learn something 
from that. These works are more 
accessible than the abstract art we 
teud to see here.'' Chavez said. 
"Pinto Art" will be exhibited in 
the ASA through 26. Gallery hours 
are from II a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. 
Up 
~erViee 
lusod1llon of Aec:ountlna Sludents .._ h 
organlzln:g the VofUiltir.ry lnt:ome 'fax ASsistance 
program and Will hold training sessions for tllird· and 
foutth·Year accoundng studenis Jnlerested in 
¥Oiunteerin_g their services today from! t06 p.m. 
AStJNM Film CommiUrt: 
Tonl.aht _....,and 9:1~ ·p.'m. ;'Orcaser's Palace," 
Senwecdhcad OreaSer1s vlc:ious reign in a l)arf of'thl! 
Wild West is interrupted by· the al·rlvnl of a inessi&nic 
song and dance mail. 
Siturday- 7 and 9:1$ p.nt. '•dbldlinger!; Sean 
Connery .ns sttper spy James Bond, agein 0011 ~gnlnst 
3 manaUempting to rab all the so1d troni Fort knux. 
StJB Gi.llerl•- t::xhibit yo1ir art in any medium, 
students preFerred. Call 2.77-233 i clr come: b~ room 
22S in ~he SUB ·any Friday morning. 
B~l~k Sludtnl Union- J)r6ent.s..a dance tonisht at 
theSubwiLyStatlbli rrom_·9 p.m. lot ll.trt.Adm!Ssion 
Is S2 (or student~ With I.D,s and SJ (or nil others. 
Everyone Is htviicd co tclehrnte and. have a good time. 
UNM H•llrnoll1 D1nc" Club - celebrptes 
Vale~tlnC's Day today in the SUB Ballroom. thete 
will be Bll':t'les and prlt.cs. Also," regl~hation _Is stiH 
open rot l:!ast C<iasl Swing -and West Coa~t SWing, 
Cill188l•J087 ror morCintormallon. 
Students Fot Survlul -_a group $upportlng n.o 
11Udfar armS meets Munday at 3 p.m, In toom 2li·E 
ollheSlJil, 
Miguel Caro Dancers Bring 
Mexican Folk Dance to UNM 
Ernest Montoya dance Miguel Caro, the founder of 
the dance group, actually burns his 
"Bailes Folklorico," featuring feet during his performance, 
the Miguel Caro Dancers, will be Marrujo said. 
presented at the University of New The costumes used by the Caro 
Mexico, Saturday at 7 p,m . .in dancers are all very complex and 
Popejoy Hall. are handmade by Caro and his 
The dancers will be performing family., he said. 
Mexican/New Mexican music, "The costumes we use are very 
dance, costumes, folklore and authentic. I think we have some of 
several regions of Mexico will be the best representations in our 
represented throughout the night. costumes," he said. 
The group, which is based in Marrujo said the group has had 
Albuquerque, has had plenty of ' sort of a hidden image since its 
exposure throughout New Mexico, origin five years ago, but he said 
including the New Mexico State people seem to enjoy the per-
Fair and the Santa Fe Fiestas. fonnances once they have seen 
The dance company will also be them. 
making its first performance out of "People who see us think our 
the state this spring in Manhattan,. group is from Mexico," he said. 
Kansas. "They can't believe how advanced 
The group consists of 14 our group is for being based in 
members and performs various New Mexico." 
dances that deal with the cultures The group has been gearing up 
and history of Mexico. for its performance at Popejoy 
"Each dance has a story behind Hall for the last two months, 
it," said Josie Marrujo, one of the practicing every night. 
dancers. The dance company is being 
"One called 'La Tortuga' sponsored at UNM by the Chicano 
represents the turtle egg harvest of Studies Program. Students of Caro 
Chapas, Mexico," said Marrujo, will also be performing. 
"It is also a very nirtatios dance." Tickets for the performance at 
Marrujo also described another Popejoy Hall may be purchased at 
dance that deals with the ancient all Ticketmaster locations and at 
Aztec sacrificial ceremouies. In this the Popejoy Hall box office. 
Andre Previn and Pittsburgh 
Symphony To Play Popejoy 
Touring throughout the United 
States, the Pittsburgh Symphony 
will perform in Albuquerque at 
Popejoy Hall Feb. 15 at 8:15 p.m. 
The program will be: Hayden, 
Symphony #94 in G major, 
.. Surprise''; Rachmaninov, 
Symphony #2 in E minor, opus 27. 
This tour is being sponsored by the 
"Bell Systems American 
Orchestras on Tour". 
The Pittsburgh Symphony is one 
of the oldest orchestras in 
America. They retain their stan-
dard of excellence under the baton 
of musical director Andre l'revin. 
.. 
.. 
Performing at Heinz Hall for the 
Performing Arts, they have a 
regular subscription series with 72 
concerts, 18 pop concerts and 
many other community programs. 
Four-time winner of an 
Academy Award, Andre Previn's 
records uumber over 100. He has 
been the musical director of the 
Houston Symphony orchestra and 
principal conductor of the London 
Symphony Orchestra. 
. . -
Tickets for the concert are 
available at the Popejoy Box 
Office. 
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10:00-11:30 am 
SUB THEATRE 
12:00-1:30 pm 
RODEVTHEATRE 
1 ;30-3:30 pm 
SUB THEATRE 
2:00-3:15 pm 
SUB BALLROOM 
4:00-6:00 pm 
SUB THEATRE 
7:30pm 
LOBO THEATRE 
Midnight 
LOBO THEATRE. 
7:30pm 
LOBO THEATRE 
TODAY 
THE SHELVED DOCUMENTARY 
Presented by Fred Eggan, U. of Chicago 
Hop/ Horfzons(1946) -unreleased documentary on Hopi 
transition from traditional to modem llfeways. 
BROKEN RAINBOW (works In progress) 
Presented by Tommie Smith, Co-Producer 
Broken Rainbow- deals with century-old dispute over 
joint land use area on Hopi and Navajo Indian Reservations. 
THE NAVAJO CODE TALKERS 
Presented by Tom McCarthy, Producer/Director 
The Navajo Code Talkers (Tom McCarthy, 1982, revised)-
traces contributions of Navajo soldiers during WWII. 
THE WATER IS SO CLEARTHATABLIND MAN CAN SEE 
Presented by Stan Steiner, author The New Indian 
The Wafer Is So Clear, That a Blind Man Can see (Shelly 
Grossman, 1970)- an unintended political 
documentary that influenced Congress to return 
sacred head waters to a Taos Tribe. 
THROUGH NAVAJO EVES 
Presented by Rich;ud Chalfen, Temple Univ. 
Maxine & Mary Jane Tsosie, Mike Anderson, 
& Johnny Nelson 
The Spirit ol the Navajo (Maxine & Mary Jane Tsosie, 1960) 
Old Antelope Lake (Johnny Nelson, 1960) 
MOVIES BASED ON NOVElS 
Presented by Richardson Morse, Producer /Director 
LarryUttlebird, Actor/Producer/Director 
Luci Tapahonso, Navajo Poet 
House Made ol Dawn (Richardson Morse, 1972)- Based on 
Pulitzer Prize winning novel by N. Scott Momaday. 
MIDNIGHT HORROR SPECIAL 
Presented by Jose Rey Toledo, kmez Pueblo Actor 
Nlghfwlng (Arthur Hiller, 1979) -Pueblo occult 
film about killer v.ampire bats. 
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 13 
EARL V SOUlliWEST EPICS 
Presented by Simon Ortiz, Acoma Poet and Writer 
A Pueblo Legend (D.W, Griffith, 1912) • starring Mary 
Pickford in story about Pueblo Indian searching for 
sacred stone. Filmed at Isleta Pueblo. 
The Vanishing American· portrays a Navajo WWI 
soldier recounting the exploits of his warrior ancestors. 
Tickets available from TICKETMASTER or DOOR: 
Rodey Theatre $2.50, or $1.50 for UNM Fac/Stud 
Speeial Weekend Pric::es! 
Lobo Theatre$3.00, ot $2.00for UNM Fac/Stud 
Tickets available at DOOR: 
SUB Theatre $2.00, or$ 1.00 for UNM Fac/Stud 
SUB Ballroom $2.00, or $1.00 for UNIII Fac/Stud 
Program information, registration 
1for workshops & seminars, and 
PASSES, contact: 
NATIVE AMERICAN STUDIES 
11112 Las lomas NE 
277-3917 
Silver Pass ($30.00) •good for all public screenings including 
. All programs listed above, 
24·hour general ticketing Information: Dia1217·6578 
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Lobos Lose Two Conference Games 
Eric Maddy 
The University of New Mexico 
men and women's basketbl!ll teams 
lost conference games to Wyoming 
in Laramie last night. 
The Lobo men fell to the league-
leading Cowboys 56-45, while the 
women were virtually eliminated 
from the Intermountain Con-
ference race by a 79-71 setback. 
The Lobo men led during most of 
the first half with 60 percent 
shooting and a 2-3 zone defense 
that slowed down the powerful 
Wyoming inside game. UNM 
trailed by one just before the half 
and was playing for the last shot 
• 
when referee Ben Dreith called a 
technical foul on the Lobos for 
failing to force the action against 
the Cowboy's zone, 
"I thol!ght it was a bad call," 
said UNM coach Gary' Colson, 
"Phil (Smith, who had the ball) 
never saw the wamhtg." 
Wyoming scored once before the 
naif to open up a 22-I 9 lead at 
intermission and ol!tscored tne 
Lobos 8-2 to open tne second 
stanza for a lead they would never 
relinquish. 
UNM stayed close for most of 
the game, and 11ad a chance to cut 
Wyoming's lead to six when seven 
footer Chris Engler fouled out of 
the game witn 6:37 remaining, But 
Lobo Alan Dolensky missed the 
front end of a 1-and-1 and Mike 
Jackson hit I! jumper to stretch the 
Cowboy lead to 10 points, and the 
Lobos trailed by less than double 
digits only once for the rest of the 
game. 
''We got killed on the glass," 
Colson said, "We got out 
rebounded 29-24, and a lot of those 
were offensive boards where they 
got a second and third shot. 
"I just wisl1 we had a tournament 
in the WAC, because I think we're 
getting better, and have peaked just 
in time for such a tournament .. " 
The 20th-ranked Cowboys raised 
their WAC record to 10-1, and seta 
school record for the most con-
sective home wins. The victory was 
continued on page 11 
Swimmers Enter 
Utah Invitational 
Drew Merrick 
The Lobo men's and women's 
swimming teams will be traveling to 
Provo, Utah, this weekend to 
compete in the Utah Invitational. 
"We don't have enough talent or 
depth on this team to beat teams 
like Arizona State or Utah," said 
UNM coach Bill Spahn. "But 
several of our individual athletes 
should do reru well." 
Senior Keith Erickson, the school 
record holder in the 100-yard breast 
stroke with a time of 59.5, is a 
favorite in that event and the 200-
yard breast stroke. "Keith will be at 
his best this weekend," said Spahn. 
Dave Schardt will also be is a top 
contender in both the 500-yard 
freestyle and the 400-yard in-
dividual medley. Diver Tom Doyle 
also has a good chance in the one 
and three meter diving events. 
The women's team will bel.re!ying 
on standout frecstylist Linda Aki 
and diver Karli Tjelle, one of the 
top divers in theW AC. 
Spahn is hoping this meet will 
help his squad in its preparation for 
the WAC championship to be held 
during the first week of March. 
"We've been struggling so far this 
season, so the only way we're going 
to get any better is by competing," 
said Spahn. "We still have two 
meets left after this tournament, so 
hopefully we'll peak by the time of 
the WAC championship." 
GUADALAJARA 
SUMMER 
SCHOOL 
University of Arizona offers 
more than 40 courses; anthro-
pology, art, bilingual educa-
tion, folk music and folk 
dance, histor.y, political sci· 
ence, sociology, Spanish lan-
guage and literature and in· 
tensive Spanish. Six-week 
session. June 28·AUgust 6, 
1982. Fully accredited grad-
uate and undergraduate pro· 
gram. Tuition $360. Room 
and board in Mexican home, 
$395. EEO/AA 
Write 
Guadalajara 
Summer School 
Robert l. Nugent 205 
University of Arizona 
Tucson 85721 
(602) 626•4729 
j 
I 
I 
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-Conference-----
continued from pags 10 
the 26th ~traight hol)le ·success at 
the War Memoriru Fieldhouse, 
breaking the old record of 25 which 
was set in the 1930's. 
Bill Garnett had 16 points to lead 
the scoring for ihe Cowboys, while 
Phil Smith was high point m&n for 
UNM with 13. Wyoming will host 
Te)(as-El Paso Saturday in the 
region& television game, while the 
UNM will travel to Colorado State 
for a Saturday night game. 
The Lobo women got off to a 
poor start, trailing 32-Ill with eight 
minutes left in tlie first hruf. 
"Wyoming came to play, an!] we 
didn't," said a disappointed Doug 
Hoselton, "Everything that could 
have gone wrong in the first haJf 
did.'' 
The Lady Lobos, now 10-12 on 
the year, made a run at the 
Cowgirls in the second half, and cut 
the lead to 75-71 with 28 seconds. 
"I really thought we'd catch them 
at that point," Hoselton said. "But 
we committed a foul and they made 
the free throws and that was it." 
Alison Foote led the Lobos with 
18 points despite a seven of 18 night 
from the floor. 
"Muff Reinert didn't play much 
bec11use she wasn't feeling well, and 
Lori McConnell only played nine 
minutes because of back spasms she 
suffered when she took a ch&rge," 
Hoselton said. "I think she'll play 
against Colorado State .. 
"The bright spots were Yvonne 
McKinnon and Sheri Moore (wh~ 
had ll rebounds). They put in t}leir 
best efforts in a Lobo uniform.'' 
Hoselton admitted the Lobo's 
chances for a NCAA tournament 
berth were slim. "We'll just about 
have io win every game from here 
on out to get an at-large berth on 
the basis of our record," he said •. 
"There is a light at the end of the 
tunnel, but it's not very bright." 
Dual Meet Set 
The Lobo wrestling team will 
host a dual meet with Louisana 
State Saturday night at 7;30 in 
Johnson Gym. The Lobos are 5-3 in 
dual meets this season. Cost is $2 
for adults and $1 for others, with 
UNM students admitted free with 
proper identification. 
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Lobos To Con;1pete in Jaycee Invitational 
Six University of New Mexico track team members 
will be competing against a star-stl!dded field in the 
Albi{q\lerque Jaycee Invitation& track meet Satl!rday 
night at 7:30p.m. in Tingley Coliseum. 
Duane Rudd, who won the triple jump at the Zia 
track meet last weekend, wilt compel~ in his speciruty 
and the 60 yard dash against an impresive field, in-
cluding wcrld record holder Stanl~y "Steamer" 
Floyd. 
field that includes Paul Cummings, a sub-four minute 
miler. Richy Martinez, Alan Jankunas and Jeff 
Turcotte will compete in .the "Devils Mile," where the 
last plac~ finisher in each lap must drop out of the 
race. · 
Ibrahim Kivina wm run the two mile race against a 
Micnelle Mathias, who ran a 7.61 time in the 60 yard 
dash last weekend, will compete against Jeanette 
Bolden, wno lowered the world record to 6.6 two 
weeks ago. Regina Dragmina will ruso compete in the 
800 meter run. 
Lobos Sign High School Football Recruits 
The signing of a Georgia 
defensive back brings the total to 14 
high school seniors who have signed 
national letters of intent to play 
footba11 at the University of New 
Mexico. 
Brad Bush, a 6-foot-1, 175-
pound defender from Columbus, 
Georgia, was signed yesterday by 
defensive coordinator Joe Lee 
Dunn. 
Included in tht list are three New 
Mexicans. Gallup quarterback Bill 
Rucker, who threw for over 2000 
yards to lead the Bengals to the 
state playoffs; Lon Nunley, who 
had 136 tackles for Ruidoso High; 
and Los Alamos senior Steve 
Capelli, a 6-foot-2, 215-pound 
fullback who will probably play 
tight end for the Lobos. . 
Other UNM signees are Gaylord 
Christofferson, a 6-foot-6, 290-
pound offensive lineman from 
Hickory Hills, Ill.; Scott Bucher, a 
5-foot-11, 195-pound defensive 
end/running back from Scottsdale, 
Ariz.; John Mackey, a 6-foot-2, 
190-pound quarterback from 
Mesquite, Texas; Steve Parr, a 6-
foot-3, 235-pound offensive 
lineman from Garland, Texas; and 
Kenneth Nixon, a 6-foot, 200-
pound defensive encl/running back 
from Dallas, Texas. 
Also coming to UNM are Guy 
Teafatiller, a 6-foot-3, 230-pound 
defensive tackle from Covina, 
. '· ........ , 
l 
., 
Calif.; Bernie Wruker, a 6-foot, 
165-pound defensive back from 
Aurora, Colo.; Jeff Heidrick, a 5-
foot-9, 205-pound, linebacker and 
defensive end from Tucson, Ariz,; . 
Patrick Garza, a 6-foot-2, ISS-
pound wide receiver from EJ Paso, 
Texas; and ClintU!mer,a 6-foot-1, 
21 0-pound nose guard from El 
Paso, Texas, 
The Lobo staff is also looking at 
a 6-foot-6 offensive lineman in 
Arizona and two California run-
ning backs to complete the 
recruiting drive. Spring P.ractice will 
open March I with the annual 
Cherry and Silver intrasquad game 
scheduled for April3. 
Der Aile Cowboy 
c:an help you send 
h~-to-hearl 
greetings with 
your romantic 
sentiments. 
Inside a 14"square 
gift box (nestled in 
hot pink tissue 
paper), a 13" bel!· 
um·fllled hear! bal· 
loon waits to make 
someone happy! 
When the box is 
opened, up! up! 
floats th~ balfooll 
on a 48'' long saUn 
ribbon. The en• 
dosed card reads 
"You gtve my heart 
a ltfl!" (or write 
your own mes• 
sage), Three bal· 
loon designs to 
choose from. All 
colorfully printed 
on shining sliver 
mylar. $12.50 
plus tax, 
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1. Personals 
SIIOJlT Ot' t'UNUS? Enchiluu~ rcll or gmn ¢hili 
.89. llig burrito rcu or gr~cn chili $J.OO, Tostaua red 
or green chili .59 at .the. c;:'asa tlel Sol In the New 
Mexico Student Uni<m Bldg. tfo 
Fl\t:J.INC CllJU,TY? I'IJilCIIASt: Your freedom 
from nccdk~~ guilt today. Send $1.00 nnd a self 
;tr.ldrmec.l envelope to: Guilt·Frec, M7 Washington 
S.H. Suite A·2 Alb., New Mexico 87108. 2112 
FIN•;5T SEL~:CTION OF unique and tradhional 
gold wedding sets. Charlie RPJn~ro Jewelers', 293· 
6901. S/1 
JLIST A SNACK! Sopapill~ with honey .35, salsa 
Md chips. 75, nacho~ SJ .00 in the Casa del Sol in the 
New Mexico Stutlent Union. tfn 
Jl()J.l..~:R I)EIUIY ALB. Rebels versus Rocky 
Mountain Miners, February 15. 1982. Civic 
Au<lit<>rituu. Tickets available Ticket Master 
Locations. 2/1.2 
COLI> • A I.ARc;E bowl of whlll? Large chill, red 
or green $1.25. posole $1.25, be~ns .65in Casa del 
Snl, New Mexico Student Union Bldg, tfn 
SNOW! SNOW I SNOW I Wolf Creek 1$ ''Coloraqo 
snow >Plllllry'' so you can bet there is excellent 
\kilng. Join us February )9-21. Low rntcsl For more 
information, cal1277-2336 or 277·5151. 2/12 
ACCURAH: INt'ORMATJON ABOUT con· 
trucepth.lll, sterilizution, abonion. Right 10 Choose.' 
294·0171. • tfn 
I'IU:C:NAN<'Y TESTING & COUNSELIN<;. l'hone 
247-9819. tfn 
I'ASSI'ORT, IMMI(a\ATION, !.(), photos. 3 for 
$6.00! ! Lowest prices in town! Fast. pleasing, short 
w'1lk from liNM. Call 265·2444 or come to 123 
Wclic11cy s.r: .. between Girard and Carlisle, corner 
of Silver. Hours: 11).6 weekdays, SaturdaY 9·5. tfn 
(.'ONTA<'TS·I'OI.ISII!NG, SOLUTIONS Casey 
Optical Compall)' on Lomas just west of 
Washington. tfn 
\n; IIOT lliSTRIRliTORS. Prescription eyeglass 
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold 
rimlm. $54.50 (re~,<ular $6.5.00). Pay Less Opticians, 
~11()7 Mcnttul N.E .• acros~ from Lallelles. tfn 
ONI.Y $2.35, TWO farm-fresh eggs, .two homemade 
~hcmical free sausage patties, two slice~ of toast, free 
~rccn clnh. Open 7 a.m. Morning Glory Cafe, 
( 'o!llcr of <Jirurd, C'cntr~l nnd MoUte Vista 268-
1040. tfn 
S5 JlliYS JIEST TU' of the week. DailY Lobo will 
pa~ $5 for the be~t news tip we receive every week, 
<;ourcc\ can remtult confidential, but Editor must 
ha\c your name to pay winner. 271·S6S6, ask for 
New1room. tfn 
Tilt: l'!'IIM I.AW School Clinical Law Program 
offers legal services fur students and staff, furnished 
by qualified law Mlldcnts under facully supervision, 
A•allabilit)' i~ limited to those whose assets and 
income do not exceed esmblish•-d guidelines. S3.00 
regiltrntion fee. Call 277·5265 for ittformalion and 
an '!PPOintment. 2/IS 
VA I,E!'\ITJNt: Gllt:t:'rtNGS FOR your sweetheart in 
the HNM llook1lure Gift Shop. 2/12 
MAZA.'fi.AN $188. SI'E!'\11> a week in the sun 
during \pnng brenk. Co01act Jeff, 242·5917, Keith, 
242·0824. 2/IS 
IIROOKt; Slllt:I.US WUERt; are you1 We now 
h~IC ('UI~In Kkin jeans for only SJS.OO at "More 
than ll.,g,," 101 ('ornell S.Ii. (across from UNM). 
2/IS 
I' LA YIIOYS. I'ENTIIOUSE, PLA YGIIlL, Oui, 
Pii•)Birls, back issues 99 cents while supply lash .• V. 
!'rice llook~. Records, Magazines, University at 
Central. 2115 
SI'RING Jlllt:AK '82, Mazatlan all the way! Studtnt 
Travel Center has prices you can afford! Call277· 
21.1(, or \isit suilc2SI upstairs fn theSUil. 2/19 
\\'OMF:!Ii'S SLOWPITCII SOJ'l'DAI,L. Gold 
League. lntcre•ted? 25S·ll63. 2/IS 
'flit; ('IJICK•:N IS coming, the chicken is coming, 
the duckcn il coming, the chkken Is coming. the 
d1icken is coming, the chicken is coming, the 
chicken 11 coming to the New Me~lco Student Union 
rood Sc.r•ke. tfn 
SIN<a.t:.<; ONI.YI ,35 a single cone • ,60 for a 
double • . 15 for a triple. New Mexico Union Icc 
(.'team Shop. tfn 
JHF II. A \.'GAllA Gudbadi Mnun. 2112 
l.AMAt:, ONI.Y \'Ol!R name comes to mind, when 
11 comes to fal'orite Valentines. l love you Babe, 
Da>~d. 2/12 
IT'S V AI.EN"fiNF.S NIGIIT at UNM Ballroom 
Dance Cltlb this Friday night at 7:30! There will be 
pme5, games nnd lots of fun!. 2112 
F.N'flll!SIASTIC WOMt:N SOCCER players 
needed fur Albuquerque team. Experience in soccer 
ot other spotts preferred. Information call 268-7064 
or 277-258l. 2/26 
2. Lost & Found 
Gt:NEROliS Rt:WARil •·on sheepskin mittens lost 
Feb. 8. Call Claudia 877·2177. 2112 
WOMEN'S RED Lt:A "fltt:R miltons. Claim In rm. 
131 Marron Hall, 2/18 
H)LINI) WOMt:N'S TAN knit glo,·e with leather 
palm. Claim in Room 131 Matroh Hall. 2/12 
Rt:WARIJ FOR A dark blue back pack and contents 
taken from the UNM llook~tore. Call Sandy at 294-
S460. 2112 
LOST: CAMPUS BLACK ladle! right glove, Davis, 
211-~SSL 2/17 
HOOK J'Ol'SO 2·8-81 "The DeLuge• British Society 
and the Fir~t World War." Claim in Marron Hall 
tMm 131. 2117 
SET OF KEYS found 2·2·82 ~cat nllrth campus. 
f·i•e key> in yellow leather holder. 2112 
('I.All\1 YOliR I.OST possessions at Campus l'olice 
8.00 a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily. tfn 
3. Services 
WANT 'fO I>ANet: the swing? the swing is a type 
or jttter bug thai can be done to rock ns well a~ to 
cW. Clas~ meets once a week for 10 weeks, l'or 
infortnntioncalll'enhy, 881·3087. i/12 
GUITARLF.SSONS, INSTRUMENlS, repairs and 
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 14j Harvard S.E. 
265·3315. tfn 
I'ROH:SSIONAI, TYI'ING BY llngllsh/MA editor, 
Vnst e~pctiMce with dissertations, papers. Editing 
av•tllablc. 266-9550. 3/l 
A•l IYPIST•H:RI\I paiJers, resumesi99-8970. 
2/12 
TYI'INC; FROM 'filE Wotd Co. We use a word 
ptocc~sor for quick turnaround time and accurate 
ch<lllgcs. Call 247·2326. 2126 
GUITAR INSTRUCTOR, CLASSICAl., other 
~tylcs, 867-3158. 2/26 
TYI'IN(;. TIH:SIS, I)JSSf:RTA'rlONS, Rcpom, 
Letters, Stnti!fical. etc. Call Allrtitn 299·3181, 2126 
IJR\' cu:ANINC> AT econon1y ptlces, SU)() per lb. 
c alfl(lm I au~dty, 21tl6 Cent nil SE. Open 7•11. Next 
,r<>ot tu IJu.~kin·Robbin~ lee Cream. 2126 
'<f:f:l) TUTORJN(;. t:NGJNt:~:IIIN(; graduate is 
tci1d~ to helt'· Cnll Scttn R83·.1046, 2112 
t:l>t1CA'I't:ll HU·:NCIII\IA!'i WIJ.I. Jtnmlnte nny 
btgh'h or Spanilli text into e.~celictH l'rellch. 
l'lulmophwal, lucrary, c!inllliCrdnl, legal, pctltlltnl, 
<I< lJi,<tctiPn n"utcd. 'l'el. 268-3474. 211$ 
INEXJ•t:NSIVf; FORlliCN I.ANG\lAGF, t\lloring 
nn<1 instruction. ~9J-4()(!S. ' 2/l S 
'rvPtr-tG, R•;ASONAB"E· st:cRETARIAI, ex· 
pcricnce. 88J.467J s.s evenings, all day weekends, 
2115 
t'AST, ACCUIIATE. ALl, Typinl! ln~ludes 
corr~ctions, $pellin~, grammar, punctuation, 
TypArt. lOS Stanford, SE, 262·1865. 2/26 
TRANSI.ATOR ANI) A teacher of Arabic and 
English seeks employment. 842·6197. 2112 
I'ROH;SSIONAI. TYI'INC • 7S cents per double· 
•p~ccd page. 898·6118 after s p.m. :!/12 
'fYI'ING. PROt'I\SSIONAl, QUALITY Typcrighl. 
265·5203. 311 
J,t:AIIN THE; WEST Coast Swing (a type of ~ouple 
Disco)! Class meets one hour a week for ten weeks. 
Cost is $17.50 for dance club members. $Z6.00 for 
non·member. A membership is $5,00. Come to the 
SUB llallroom tllls.Friday at 6:00pm to register. 
2112 
4. Housing 
HOUSEMATES W ANTEn TO share super-nice 
N.l!. home. Ncar UNM (walking distance),firepla~e, 
yard, garage, barbec:u"e, $1.50.00 month plus share of 
utilities. Call Cathy266·0052. 2/16 
THt; CITAUEJ...SUI'F.RB location near UNM and 
<lown(own. Bus service every JO minutes. I bedroom 
or efficiency, from $220. AU utilities paid, Deluxe 
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation 
room, swimmin8 pool, TV room and laundry~ Adult 
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494, tfn, 
HOUSESITTER: I AM looking for an apartment or 
house to houscslt during spring semester (or earlier). 
Excellent references and enjoy gardening and yar· 
d,work. Catherine, 242·7228, tfn 
t'OR RENT: EFFiciENCY Apartment, $1ZO; I 
lledroorn, $ISO, Swimming Pool, beautiful View of 
golf cour~e. Close to UNM and TV I. 1313 Wellesley 
S.El. 256-7748, 2/25 
WANT CONSII>ERATE MALE st•tdent to share 
house near UNM with other serious students. No 
drugs, smoking. $175 plus $50 D.D. Utilities Incl. 
WID and f.P. Call 5·7 p.m. M·F., Marlee, 268·6617. 
2/19 
TWO IIE;I>ROOM HOUSE •. F11rnished, S blo~k~ 
from campus. $260 plus utilities. 292-4499, 6·9 pm. 
2/12 
OFF STANFORD-n:NCEI> 2-bdr. house, S210. 
Carport, kids, pets, Sun Rentals, Small fee, 262· 
1751. 2/12 
NEW! . •:L SUR Apartments, Security, Lighted 
parking, Laundry, patio, Unfurnished one-bedroom 
$170. Corner of Dallas and nell SE. 842-6170 or268· 
8333, 2/12. 
t:NOIIMOUS 4BDR, IIOUSE $300, fenced yard, 
carport. School ncar bY· Sun Rentals. Small fee. 
262·17SI. 2/12 
IIOlJSt: FOR SAL!'; close to UNM, $1SK down, 
SS7s.t>IO•P.I.T.I. Two bedroom study, den, 
W/F/P, private court )'ard. 265·i267. 2/12 
FOR R•:NT 1-BR, unfurnished J-blocks from 
U.N.M. Off street parking, available NOWIII 
St45/mo. 266-68n days, 292·5815 nights. 2112 
DIKE TO CI.ASS • 3 clean rooms, S90, fenced, kids, 
pets. Sun Rentals, Reusable fee. 262·1751. 2112 
CAMI'US CLOSt; BY, SE 2 bdr house, $195. Kids, 
pets fine. Sun Rentals. Reusable lee. 262-1751. 
2112 
ROOMMATE WANTED., NICE two bedroom 
house, fireplace, garage, laundry facilities, cable TV, 
microwave oven, $125 month pl11s one half utilities. 
Call Stro 266-6522. 2/IS 
CU:AN t:t'FICIENCY $165 Utilities paid. 404 
Dartmouth SE. Deposit, l\lale prcferrec.l, 255·3303. 
2115 
TWO Dt:IJJtOOM IIOUSE, fireplace, greenhouse, 
2·blksro campus. SJSO, 256·0675. 2115 
Q!IU; Dt:I>ROOM CONDO., whirlpool, all utili.ties 
paid, S2SO total. Near University. 884-5298. 2115 
STUI>IO 5155. WATt:R, electric paid, furnished, 
laundry facilities, 242-6030, 881·9004. 2/16 
t;U'ICIENCY $175/MO, ONE·BEDROOM 
S2IO/mo .. two blocks from UNM. Carpeted, fur· 
nished, 1aundryroom, utilities paid. 242·6648. 2/16 
TIIRt:E CHOICE IIOMES for >ide near UNM. Call 
Susan Heard the universlty area specialist at Walker-
lllnkle Realty, 256-3814 or2684SS1. 2/16 
A BI.OCK TO UNM. Furnished one bedroom 
apartments, utliitics paid. S 19().240. 205·9 Columbia 
SE. 255-2685. 2/18 
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR 3-bedroom house 
two blocks N.E. or campus. spo plus one third 
Utilities, 266-6686. 2/17 
ONE BEnROOM APT, 2·blks to campus. 5175 
Includes utilities. 256.()(!7j, 2116 
ONE-HALF BUICK fROM UNM, Nice, clean 
38R. house to share in NE area, Completely l'ur· 
hishcd, utilities paid, Sl90/mo,. SISO deposit. 26S· 
3297,243-2494 (10-4), 2118 
5. For Sale 
VIDF:O RF:CORDF:R1 SONY SL-S400, I yr. old, 
CostSIIOO. Will sell forS7SO. GarY822·SI17. 2/12 
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglaSs 
frames. Gteenwi-.h Village (lennon Styles), gold, 
rimless. S54.SO regular S6S,00, l'ay Less Opticians, 
5007 Menilal N.E. across from LaBelle>. tfn 
HP-41C GRAPHICS PRINTER • Excelient con· 
dilion. Still under warranty, With case and extra 
paper. S2S5. Call 821·1007 evenings, 2/12 
SKIS 150, BINDINGS 202S, Boots, size 8, l'oles· 
$80.00. 26!1·0321. 2/IS 
1969 VOI.KSWAGON BUG AI condition. One 
owner, 26S•4836 or344-3138. 2/15 
1973 OODGt COLT, AM/~M cassette, gas• 
efficient. In good condition. SJIOO. Call Lem 277· 
.1841 or 844·0121. 2/17 
1975 MUSTANG II MACH I Excellent condition, 
low mileage, $2?1>0. 296-3338 evenings. 2117 
78 MUSTANG It, 3,600. Call299·4307. 2111 
TI·SS w /CASt:, AC Adapter, and manual. $20, 
241-0162. 2/17 
1981 IIONIJA 400CE. Riding suit. $1500.243-0162. 
2/17 
nun; nY YAMAHA w/case. Excellent condition. 
$140. 243·0162. i/17 
6. Employment 
PART•TIME JOB arternoons and evenings, Must be 
21 )'ears old. Allply In person, no phone calls, 
please. Sa,cway liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 
SSI6 MenauiNE. 4115 
OVt:RSt;AS JOBS • SUI\IMER/year round. 
Eur<lpc, S. A mer., Australia, ,\sia. AU Fields. $500· 
$1200 monthly. Sfghtsecing, l'rcc ln(o, Write Uc 
llox 52-NM·I, CoronaDel Mar, CA 9262S. . 2116 
DAIIYSITTER NEEUEIJ t'OR 2 school-age children 
dutng. spring break. while parents are uway. 
References needed. 265-7306. 2111 
7. Travel 
(lOT A YEN to wonder out yonder? Say It here. Hn 
8. Miscellaneous 
WOMt:N ATIII.ETf.S: TRY soccer! First, seePnd 
division teams w~nt pl~yers, 26S·I470, keep trylns. 
2/23 
fREE HEEII, WINE *· . , over $75 coupons, Bill 
of Fare Restaurant Guide, U.N.M, Bookstore. 2/12 
9. Las Noticias 
BQIIF.n? ST. VALENTINE'S Massacre Dance, 
A.K.A. Jerrys J(idz Alley Theater, Feb. 12, Friday, 
two dollars, 2112 
I,OVt: M.ZZ? BIG BANI>S? TliEN DON'T MISS 
ELLA. Thai's Risht ELLA's Here! The Incom-
parable, 10-Grammy winner ELLA FITZGERALD 
together with the New Mexico Symphony Orchestra 
at the ARENA .1 Nile Only! Sat. FEB, 13 8PM TIX 
at POPEJOY, Ti0ketmaster, To call & Charge 
MC/VJSA 842·8565; $10.60/$7,60; Student 
Discount Tix $8.601$5.60, Hear Superstar ELLA's 
N.M. DebUt, an historicJJ first at the l'itl, 2/12 
LOS PINTOS-WORK from artists incarcerated in 
New Mexico Institutions. Reception/l'erformance: el 
Teatro De Los Pintos, COYA, DOT. Feb. 13, 1;00 
p.m. SUD Ball.room. ASA Gallery. Feb. 9-26. 2/1.2 
t:NJOY GQO() CHIIISTIAN music with UNM 
Harpist, Laura Smithburg, at Fellowship Christian 
Reformed Church, 4800 Indian School Road (across 
from YMCA9, February 14, 7;00 pm, 2/12 
10. Cardiograms 
YOUR VAU;NTINE'S FI.OWERS, Carnations 35 
cents or 3/$1.00. SUB Flower Cart. Friday, 
February 12th, IOAM-3PM. 2/12 
CHAMP, ILOVF: You, dabum, 2/12 
GREEN TIGEII VAI.ENTINE, and Excalibur 
Briefing-Rainbow Place, sss Wyoming NE, IOAI\I· 
71'M. 255·5222, 2/12 
SUIII'RIZt: THAT SPECIAL someone with 
homemade Valentine cakes, cookies, decorated giant 
coo~les, etc. Reasonable prices, 293-2496. 2/12 
KELLY w. w, want to wish our best of buddies a 
very happy Valentines Day! love, Leslie, Liz, 
Denise, Jaleh, Garnet and Khn. 2112. 
S·l\l SIOUX sut:: X wouldn't hit you, 2/15 
IIAPI'Y VAU:NTINE'S UAY Art C,, Your 
Sweetheart, Ruth. 2112 
KEVIN t•, 1)0 you believe In love at first sight? I do. 
2/12 
UOUG, YOU'RE SUCH. a Honey! love, T.l. 2112 
VAI.ENTINE CAKES. CUSlOMIZED. Low 
prices. Free delivery to the dorms, Call 242-3028 
after 5:00, 2/12 
TO GO FROIII OD. Happy Valentines Day, Your 
Lover (Always). 2/12 
DIANA, HAPPY V ~I.ENTINES. I Care. The note 
was great. Thanks John. 2112 
TO 1\IY SPECIAL man from New Mexico Tech. 
This is to say I love You. from your fa,orite M. & 
·~ M2 
IIUNK, I WILL love you forever .•• Dlz, 2/12 
M. MALONF., 000 XXX. , , an admirer!, 2112 
1\1\' t'AVORITE PETS· Oso, Fuzzle, Su and Wm. 
H8ppy Valentine's Day!. 2112 
IJAU • YOU'RE MY favorite Valentine! love, A.B. 
2/12 
BUCK • I'M YOURS • today and always. De mine 
(not a demand, simply a rcguestl Happy first an-
niversary •••• here's to many more. With Love, 
from your phenomenal woman~ 2112 
1\!IKHAil.: I .LOVE you, I love you, I love you! 
Your twisted sister. 2/12 
CIIUCK, A MINK whip!???. 2112 
Jl\11, t'OR YOU, Dinner and a mo,ie. Hapy 
Valentine'$ Day! MWF, 2/12 
JEN, I>ON'T LISTEN to him, he's just after your 
body, Be mine and I'll give you the homework. 
Scott. 2112 
n:NNIFER, BE MY Valentine and I'll take you to 
10,000 waves. MarkS. 2/12 
IIAPPY VALENTINE'S nAY Rene, "A girl so 
"'·eetthat when she smiled. the. stars rose in the sky," 
l.C. 2112 
SCOTT BRYAN W,; You are the love of my life, 
you are my inspiration," • Chicago Happy 
Anniversary Sweethearl. One down, I ,000,000 to got 
Love you always, l'am. 2112 
LAURU: B., IIAPI'Y Valentine's Day from 
Albuquerque to Amsterdam! Kristina. 2112 
YOU'VE GOT MY heart Babes. love, your Fear. 
2112 
TO ALl. THE Valentines of me, thanks for the 
scenery! Love J & J. 2/12 
POP! WII.L YOU be my Valentine? I'll be your 
anything if the price's right. (lhat Includes a bo• of 
chocolales). 2/12 
JUIJY BOQ.BOO Pecos Prunes, You've gol 
"hearts" that make them swoon. If you'll be my 
Valentine, I will let you swoon with mine. 2112 
DOC • FORGET THE loaf or bread and jug or 
wine. You are all I need. Happy Valentine's Day 
with all my love, Arwen. 2112 
FRANK, I LOVE your anatomy and physiology! 
Your Favorite Oitl. 2112 
JUI.ES, DO COWGIRI.S need lo~c ioo? The 
Haunting l'ast. 2112 
I)EAR DEBBIE AND Mel, ihe two best sisters In 
the world. l>ave. 2112 
PI PHI PIJ Michelle V.: Have fun this weekend! Get 
psyched for the "Dig ll"l.ove you, YI'M. 2112 
ifll\1, HAPPY VAI.ENTINE'S Day from someone 
who thinks your really special, Ray. 2112 
PI Pill GI'IJ Paula and PD Sarah: Happy Valen-
tine's Day! Loveyoutool YPM. 2112 
HOW'S MY I.ITTI.E cupid? You still warming the 
hearts or ail thos.e around you? Love, Mom. 2/12 
AUNTIE M., HAVE a wonderful Valentine's Day. 
Love you lots, Your Honey, 2/12 
C::HUCK AND FRANCISCO • To the greatest 
husband and son in the world. Love to you both, 
Maryann. 2112 
PHYLUS1 RAINBOWS ARE red when the sky is 
blu this is to say 1 love You, Carl. 2112 
••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• Korfball is back • . .. . . 
• Wednesday Nights : 
• 8•9pm Carlisle Gym • 
• Old & New players • 
: welcome. : 
••••••••••••••• 
MY IIA.U;NTINE JJF,I,EN, You've l>rPitghl Into 
this wmlcl a. new he.art to Love. AI. 2112 
JOAN, I SAW your electric Tedqy Dear In shining 
armour doing the dishes with no shirt .on, Wow!. 
2112 
JACQUIE, SOUHI AMERICAN Valentines break 
hearts beHer, L.ove, Mateo. 2112 
I\IONA t', t'OR V,D., Palomino Kraze. 2!12 
"HEART TO HEART'' Happy Valenline's l>ay, 
Jonathan. I love you lots. Jennifer. 2/IZ 
V .M,. IIAP.I'Y VALENTINE'S .Day .to my favorite 
Chem E. A.V. 2(12 
.R.Ost:I\IARIE D,, HAPPY Valentine's Day from 
your secret Pal, Zfl< 
VIVIAN. OF (:!,• ll, !', Hope you enjoy yout V.D. 
P.S. 2/12 
Ht;N, REINA, MICHAEL. The best. rnini·rabbits in 
the'world. We love you, Happy Valentine's Day. 
Mom and George, 2/12 
IIAI'I'Y VALENTINA'S DAY, Valentine. 2112 
CLEOI'AlRA, YOU'RE REINCARNATEn. It 
must pe you. Wonders ofthis world never come with 
a match. Hope your full moon dreams come true. 
2!12 
TO: RicHARD K, A friend who has a charming 
personality and the cutist smile ever, have yourself a 
wonderful Valentine's Day, Love; A.F.A. (M,S,) 
2/12 
IIAI'I'Y VALENliNE'S nAY Carol W. MY heart 
belongs to you. I love youl Jimmy. 2/12 
IIAI'I'Y VALENTINE'S nAY '82Scott W. You're 
a very special person! My love now and always, 
Mom. 2/12 
IIAPPY VALENTINE'S I>AY 19 my most won• 
derful friend und lover. George, I lqve you· M.R. 
2112 
TO MY TIU Delta Slstm. I love you, the Phantom. 
2/12 
TO TilE OLD Olionsl J{emember the massacre? 
Happy Valentine's Day •. Love, Merf. 2/12 
WE I.OVt: TilE Kappa Sigmas, the kids next door, 
2112 
HAPPY VAJ.ENTINE'S I>AY John! You'll always 
be my I'Til. love, Kid. 2/12 
TO STEVt: S, Twice a week is not enough! I'm 
looking forward to the 14th, 15th. Love, the 
Nymph. 2/12 
AI.PHA. TAU OMEGA, I'm glad to be a new little 
sis! Love you guys! Love, Laura. 2112 
M.K. [NUT): Hope to cashew on Valentine's Day! 
Love, "Nutctte", 2112 
.1 LOVE YOU,. Sweetheart! Happy Valentine's Dayl 
Always, your love. 2112 
IIAPI'Y YAI.ENllNE'S DAY leonard, MSiislav 
and Janos. From Jacqueline and Christine. 2/12. 
At'AR WONDF.RING WHO you are, Thanx for the 
thought, M. Sanchez, Cont. Ed. 2112 
lO SANDRA n. Happy llirthday Valentine Queenl 
Good luck ln school, we knew you could do ill 
Love, Mia (0.) and Michelle (C.). 2112 
n:XAS TWINS: SlAND up and ldcnt!fy your• 
selves, don't play"muskal'' chairs!. 2112 
WE LOVE YOU, Uncle Rayl XXX, Slim and l'le 
Face. 2112 
PF.ACIIf.S, I LOVE you forever (it's In my heart) 
so, let's raise eyebrows. Piglet. 2112 
TO PRINCF.SS POO.I'OO: Here's looking at you 
kid. 2112 
DUCKY: 'TWAS J.UST at first sight and again last 
night. Too bad I was alollc! Dear. 2/12 
TIIALIA,IIAPPY VALENTINE'S Day!, 2/12 
IIAPI'Y BIRTIInAY IJEAR Claire! 
Valentine Birthday to youl Love, Maggie, 
( ) 
TO J,JI., HIE nicest Hoosier at UNM. Happy 
Valentine's Day!. 2112 
SI'IIJF:RMAN: IIAPI'Y VALENTINE'S Dayl 
BombThief. 2/12 
TO MY WIFE Shirli •. the dearest, . most precious 
valentine in the world. Love, Your Husband,. Bill. 
2/12 
EGREGIOUS . ONE WHAT sayes.t ihou? J.pve, 
From me. 2/12 
KWG: nON'T t;VER forget that ''you're the best 
break this old hean ever had" and "the sweetest 
thing I've ever known is loving you." A friend. 2112 
OHICER CHIUS t'. hope your Val~ntin~s D~y is as 
nice as you. J.S. from L>B,'s. 2/IZ 
lO MV UTTI.E princess, I hope you'll always be 
my valentine, Love Always, R~yDean. 2/12 
KIM P. TONIGHT is the night!! Your hidden heart 
see yal: 2/12 
Madel, Feliz dla de Ius pen de josl T.A.A,T.M, 
I'JL. 2/U 
MJ) YOU'RE DE light o d lightning, 2/12 
JOF. ANU BILL, maybe next !imel Happy 
Valentines, 2/12 
LINI>A I'VE STIL" got google. eyes for you. Love, 
Dale. 2112 
UOUG t~VEN TIIOUGH I'm still groun~ed, I still 
think about you as Valentines Pay grows closer. 
Tllaoks for always being nice and making me feel 
happy, Love, ~einn. 2/12 
TO AI.!. MY fa,orile valentines. You're the bestest 
news staff an editor could ever want. Thanks, 
Thanks, Thanks, Shorty. 2/12 
MAGCIE.I EVt:N TIIOUGH you're miles and miles 
away, you'll always be close 10 lOY heart, I hope 
your valentine's day is filled with happiness. Love 
alway5, .Ronnie. 2/12 
MY LITTI.E SQtJAW: will you lle my valentine? I'd 
like to see yottr earlY morning edition, then we'll sing 
our way to happiness, Love-.. D.J. Jlob. 2/12 
SANA H. J'U love to be your valentine. Love 
always, Joe S. 2/12 
V2 PRICE 
Books • Magazines 
• Records & Comics 
Magazines 
from 
1897·1981 
EVERYTHING 
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Central At University 
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER 
ACROSS 
1 Strokes 
5Adam'sson 
9 Cudgel 
12 Encourage 
13 Rockfish 
14 Compass pt. 
15 Appetizer 
17 Roman gods 
18 Tibetan 
gazelle 
19 Partner 
21 Royal 
23 Prime minis-
ters 
27 Pronoun 
28 Ardent 
29 Taste 
31 Put on 
34 Near 
35 Maroon 
37 Legal mat-
ters 
39 Odin's 
brother 
40 Spread hay 
420wlng 
44 Ceremonies 
46 Morindln dye 
48 Bureaus 
50 Big boaks 
53 Cheer 
54 Mouths 
55 NegatiVe 
57 Stinks 
61 Joke 
62 One. opposed 
64 American 
ostrich 
65 Beverage 
66Mexlcah 
'taborer 
67 Grit 
DOWN 
1 Moceasln 
2 Arabeloak 
3Number 
4 Stutter 
5 Rugged crest 
6 Exist 
7Goal 
8 Den 
91mplored 
10 Celebes ox 
11 River duck 
16 Coupled 
20 Bitter vetch 
22 Letter 
23 Fuel 
24 Evaluate 
25 For example: 
Abbr. 
26 Knlgtit 
30 Individual 
32 Above 
33 Promontory 
36 Turkey 
38 Nuns 
41 Harrn 
43 Transgress 
45 Tellurium 
I 
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle 
symbol 52. Break 
47 French article 56 Number 
49 Red dye 58 Exclamation 
50 Roman gar- 59 Knowledge 
ment 60 MournfUl 
51 spoken 63 Preposition 
